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Abstract

Modern Organizations are highly depending on its network. It is because the communication process in the enterprises is impossible without a network. Networking and network security are the advanced terms for the modern enterprises. This thesis is related to describe advanced network related concepts for information security. This thesis work is a case study for the future students so that they can learn about the advanced networking and the importance of network security in the IT organizations. In the thesis work, the author described a multi subsidiary and international organization named CKTECK with the collaboration of a peer student. After that as an individual thesis work the author has concentrated mainly on the Technical concepts such as the CKTECK’s whole Network Infrastructure design & plan which contained overall network infrastructure description, basic network security policy, network security related risk analysis, some tasks on risk analysis for network security in BYOD, Cloud, Social Media, some tasks related to network security policy and some list of potential projects on advanced networking concepts and so on. The author has concentrated on some challenges during the whole research which are:(1) To deliver overall network infrastructure plan, physical facilities and an overall concept (all discipline: authentication, accounting, authorization, encryption, physical security and backup procedures, disaster recovery planning, business continuity management, application security, web and email security, hot swap over to second site etc.) (2) To define Basic Network security Policy for CKTECK. (3) To process network related risk assessment for the network of CKTECK, tasks description and solutions of some tasks has been developed from the author side for the CKTECK. (4) To find the challenges and define what future students can learn with CKTECK? (5) Development of some solutions in some cases to hand out to the students.

For finding the solutions to these challenges, the author has used original research papers, white papers produced by experts, Organizational material produced for public used. Additionally, the interviews with experts helped the author a lot for the fulfillment of his goals.
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1 Introduction

This thesis is initially combined with a peer student Khushbir Kaur Sharma in describing an international corporation named CKTECK. The combined jobs of Khushbir Kaur Sharma and the author of this thesis is to create history, to write job descriptions, to describe service areas, to describe products, to make organization’s chart, to define 10 subsidiaries on different locations etc. After that this thesis is an individual job for the author of this thesis. The author is responsible for creating and describing overall network infrastructure of the CKTECK, for finding the advanced risks (BYOD, Cloud and Social media) in CKTECK's network infrastructure, for finding countermeasures to the risks, for describing basic network policy for CKTECK. Moreover to define task descriptions for the future students is also be a part of the research work.

This thesis will act as a case study for the future students on the networking related advanced concepts in modern network infrastructure of an international organization CKTECK. Networking concepts in any enterprise were common from previous time. But in now a these days, there are advanced networking schemes and concepts have been emerged in the enterprises. With the enhancement and advancement, new network security related problems have been come into place also. Several network securities related new and advanced threats have been introduced in the modern organizations. These are very harmful for the overall organization. It can harm the entire network of organization and can fail the overall working of the network system in any enterprise. The network has been changed from simple LAN, MAN, WAN to wireless LAN, Wireless MAN, Wireless WAN. Networking has been changed from wired to wireless. Everybody prefers wireless, smart, light weight technologies instead of Desktops. It is due to the drastic change in new technologies in the modern society. For instance smart phones have changed the way of doing job. Everybody wants to be connected always on these smart phones by using 3G, 4G technologies or by wireless networks. That has emerged BYOD networking in enterprises. With the emergence of BYOD, the usage of social networking has also been raised. Cloud computing networking has also been emerged as an advanced networking style in the organizations. Hence the BYOD, Cloud and Social media networking are the main trends in these days.

1.1 Topic Covered By The Project

This thesis work covers the topic of "Information Security Education case study on the advanced network infrastructure and technical aspects for large scale international organization". Network security itself is part of information security. It is very important to have knowledge of new networking schemes and how to secure them. Network security is considered very important because of advanced and new network threats and risks in the modern society. New technologies
are smart as well as these are more risky. There are several problems in these technologies as technical aspect of view also. In the thesis work the author concentrates on to show the advanced problems in network graph of modern CKTECK. CKTECK is advanced and multi subsidiary enterprise with advanced networking frameworks. The author shows network security threats and countermeasures, CKTECK network policy etc. For future students author has made some tasks and will describe it with some solutions so that future students can take these tasks as a challenging job and can find creative solution on it. In overall the thesis is a case study framework on latest networking and technical aspects of network information security

1.2 Keywords


1.3 Problem Description

In today's world, Society has become modern due to the use of several new and smart technologies. For instance, organizations are adapting several new technologies e.g. BYOD (Bringing your own device) at work, use of social networking, and use of modern cloud. The thesis work is based on the research under these technologies and some other related technological terms. In SOCOTEC AG, the case study from 2005, the company was national without subsidiaries. Furthermore, the threat and technology landscape has completely shifted. The challenge is to define multi country – multi subsidiary infrastructure allowing integrating new challenges for the development of innovative solutions and countermeasures of upcoming and/or advanced security threats related to network security of the overall organization. The CKTECK’s network infrastructure, shown by the author in this thesis work, allows securing existing environment as well as integrates new technology with new network security challenges.

1.4 Choice Of Methods

The choice of methods behind this overall research is to use both qualitative and quantitative research techniques. For making a case study and an educational document for the future students, the author followed these methodologies. For making an educational tool it is very important to know that what is happening in the current time. What has happened in the past and what could be there in the future? .The methodology should cover all research questions and the author has tried his best to do this. The goal for the author was to make an educational platform on advance network security concepts in advance cloud, BYOD and social networking for the future students. In overall, the author has collected information from the literature study, scientific papers, white papers by organizations and the interviews sessions. The overall methodology is based on the two phases:
1. During the first phase of the research, the author collected and gathered the material from literature study and quantitative research.

2. In the second phase the qualitative research methodology was followed. In this the author conducted the interviews with several experts who are working in the modern IT organizations. The designations and organization names were Network Security Head at Verizon Communications India, CSO at Cognizant India, Software Developer at Nordea AS, Norway and Technical Support Engineer at Gallagher Ltd New Zealand. These interviews were taken for the purpose of finding several network security mechanisms and countermeasures for the network related risks. Moreover it gave the author a real research in the organizations. This can be very beneficial for the future students and they can learn what actually is done in the organizations. The author has also some basic experience in networking concepts as he already worked as Technical Support Engineer in TBSS(Tata Business Support Services, Chandigarh, India). There were some several sub parts for the overall research also. The overall process with two phases and its seven sub parts have been shown in Figure 1.

The overall work was divided by the author into further parts.

1. **To describe basic networking concepts in the cloud, BYOD and social media on the advance and modern IT organisations**: It was done by following the quantitative research. It covered sources from the literature, organizational documents, original scientific papers etc. By using
such technique we found important information related to BYOD, Cloud and Social media networking concepts which will show the concept of advancement in the networking field in Modern IT organizations.

2. **To define overall network infrastructure plan of CKTECK on different geographical locations, floor wise network plan, block wise network plan and so on. Defining basic network policy was also under this part:** It was done by applying the both qualitative and quantitative methods which includes the literature, organizational material on advance networking, interviews answers and some previous experience of author used in this. The author created a case study as a qualitative research method. Following this approach we knew how to develop overall network infrastructure for MNC and multi subsidiary organization. Moreover while using quantitative approach we found several material related to advance network from research papers and all.

3. **To describe preliminary tasks (related to network security risk analysis and network security policy) for the students to be proceed and performed by them:** It was done by both qualitative and quantitative approaches and some assumptions by the author. Some ideas were taken from interview answers and the literature. Assumptions and creativity of author was used for making those a different shape as tasks for students

4. **To write solution material for the students so that they can justify their work:** Moreover they can learn how they can find solutions. It consists of network security risk analysis in BYOD, Cloud and Social Media. It also includes countermeasures. It is also done by applying the mixture of qualitative and quantitative research. From interviews by experts author got a lot of knowledge that how to protect network from its advance problems. Some solutions were also there in literature research.

5. **To find some network security mechanisms for the students, which can be applied further by the students on the CKTECK AG in maintenance of network security:** It is also done by applying the mixture of qualitative and quantitative research. Experts helped the author a lot by giving recent example related to advanced network security mechanisms. Literature helped author some pre defined network security related mechanisms also.

6. **To define list of potential projects on network security management concepts for the students to be applied on the CKTECK’s network infrastructure:** It is done by applying the mixture of qualitative and quantitative research plus the assumptions by the author’s point of view. Ideas were taken by studying the literature plus experts views. But the tasks are described by authors views and creativity.

These several subparts for the whole research work is based on two phases of the research period. These subtasks were considered very important for the author to make an effective educational tool with some basic tasks, some solutions for basic tasks, further advance tasks and then some hints for the solutions on it.
The overall methodology with its sub parts covers all the research questions. In the end, with the help of both quantitative research and qualitative research, the author got the output of the whole document as an educational tool for the students on advanced networking related concepts. The author’s own experience was also useful for him in some cases. In author tried to gain the better results and outputs from these overall methods. Hence as a conclusion for this methodology, the author have used both qualitative and quantitative approaches for the evaluation of this overall project work.

1.5 Justification, Motivation And Benefits

As from the new networking frameworks like cloud networking framework, BYOD and Social media networking concepts, the demands for the more network security, have been taken place. It is very important for the future students so that they can learn about new networking trends by doing. Learning by doing is the best method of understanding any concept. Therefore when the case studies and some tasks related to it are given to the students as an challenge, then the students accept it as an challenge and go into deep for sort out the solutions. Hence students try to become more creative for solving tasks. It is the best method to teach them something in an interesting way. For instance a case study related to network infrastructure of modern, multi subsidiary, and international corporation CKTECK will help the future students to learn more about new networking concepts in BYOD, Cloud and Social Media Networking. Moreover it will help them to learn about advanced networking schemes, network security related advanced risks, their countermeasures and network policies.

1.6 Aim Of The Project

The aim of the project is to identify key challenges and define major existing security in order to train more realistically next generation students with CKTECK. Both – one and multistep task description – as well as proposal for security solutions have been elaborated. Moreover, the aim is to deliver overall all infrastructure plan, physical facilities and in depth framework of some discipline as e.g. authentication, accounting, authorization, encryption, physical security, disaster recovery planning, business continuity management, network security, application security, web security, BYOD, backup, hot swap over to second site etc. The network related risk assessment, related countermeasures, tasks description and solutions of some tasks have been developed for international multi Subsidiary Corporation. With this work it is possible to have a breakthrough in teaching and training processes towards realistic and in-depth applied security. Furthermore, studies on new security contents requiring corporate environment are feasible for the future students.
1.7 Research Questions

1. How to define international Multi-subsidiary corporation named CKTECK (along with peer student)? How to develop a model of network infrastructure for CKTECK organization? (network infrastructure and technical aspects are considered as individual job for the author)

2. What are typical CKTECK’s network infrastructure security related risks in advanced BYOD, Cloud and Social Networking?

3. What are the corresponding preferred countermeasures that can be applied in CKTECK’s network infrastructure information security? This leads to framework and task description for student training.

4. How to define a basic network security policy and guidelines, strategies (Network Security Strategies & Mechanisms) to secure international corporation by today?

5. What are the task students should be able to perform? Which are the domains students should resolve in classroom together and where it is preferred to work in teams for developing prototypes?

6. How can the quality of the education tool be assessed?

1.8 Thesis Outline

The outline for the Master Thesis has been listed as following. The overall thesis structure is shown in Figure 2.

- Chapter 1 is about introductory part of the master thesis. In this author will provide information regarding topic of master thesis, keywords, research questions, choice of methods, justification motivation & benefits, and the outline of the thesis.

- Chapter 2 is about the related work for the master thesis. It will provide the information regarding basic networking related concepts for Cloud, BYOD and Social Media as a recent IT trends and technologies.

- Chapter 3 provides the description of MNC & multi subsidiary Corporation CKTECK, its overall network infrastructure plan, network related concepts, basic network security policy and Task Descriptions for the students.

- Chapter 4 is about solutions for the tasks which have been described in Section 3.4 previous chapter. Furthermore this chapter will provide solutions material for Network Security Risk Analysis and Network Security Policy related tasks.

- Chapter 5 provides the information on network security management plans for CKTECK like Application Security, Disaster Recovery, Business Continuity, Access Management, Authentication, Authorization and so on.
Chapter 6 is about interviews discussions. It also provides some further questions for the case and future directions has been described too in this chapter. The brief discussion on overall...
research work has been written here also.

- Chapter 7 is about the conclusions what the author has concluded. It also contains Bibliography 7 where listed all references.

- Chapters A, B, C, D are the several Appendices which are about all the questions and answers of interviews sessions which are conducted by the author. Chapter E of Appendix section is about Abbreviations.
2 Related Work

This section is all about the advanced networking related concepts in Cloud network, BYOD networking and Social Media Networking in modern enterprises. This has been considered as related work because these technologies are the latest technologies used by CKTECK’s network infrastructure. Moreover the author has tried to show advanced networking risks in these three latest and new technologies further in Section 4.1. Moreover the related work provides the following information:

It describes the basic cloud network and different layers in the cloud networking. The layered cloud network has been described, the networking concepts of cloud in the organizations has been described. Moreover network virtualization concept has been also described here in the related work which is an important concept behind the Cloud networking.

It describes the facts about BYOD and its networking concepts that how a BYOD technology is related with cloud networking in the organizations like CKTECK AG.

It also describes the network graph for several people in the organizations at global level who are connected by using social networking sites over a cloud infrastructure.

It also provides the pre and basic knowledge for the modern technologies i.e( BYOD, Cloud and Social Media Networking). These technologies have the main role in the Corporation CKTECK AG. These are the recent technologies in the IT world and even though several advancements on these technologies are coming. To learn about the network infrastructure security related problems in these technologies in the modern organizations, it is very important to understand that how these technologies are related to the networking concepts in modern organizations.

All of this information is very important to understand the network infrastructure of CKTECK. CKTECK AG has its personal cloud VPN, which allows BYOD technology and Social media technology. Students have to found risks in the CKTECK network as the tasks described in Section 3.4. This knowledge will be helpful for the students to proceed on further. Without having basic knowledge in these networking concepts, it can be difficult for the students to understand the concepts of BYOD, Cloud & Social media behind the network infrastructure of CKTECK. Therefore, the author has explained this all in the related work.

Additionally the purpose of this related work is to make learn to the new students on BYOD, Cloud and Social Media Networking. The preliminary tasks which have been described in Sec-
2.1 Advance Networking Concepts In Cloud Network

Basic Introduction

Cloud computing has reached in the vast development with its several inventions. Cloud technologies are emerging as a new way of provisioning virtualized computing and network infrastructure services on demand for collaborative projects and groups. Enterprises are adapting cloud by launching their services by the cloud. Furthermore organizations have reduced their investment by changing their servers into the cloud. Actually, cloud computing is very flexible because it is not only bound with PCs but it is also compatible with cell phones, android and so on. The emergence of new technology of smart phones had made cloud network very famous. By NIST in,”

"Cloud computing is a computing model that enables the sharing of computer resources such as servers, platforms, and applications through a network anywhere, anytime, and on demand. This model consists of three service models with five basic characteristics and four deployment models."

From cloud computing services are growing as an important component of IT organizational infrastructure. Cloud computing is rapidly emerging and new development in Information Technology. Cloud computing is one of the fastest growing business opportunity for internet service providers and telecom operators. Author in describes that, According to a recent forecast by 2014 the 80% of new software will be available as cloud services. Moreover there will be 30% of annual growth in enterprises cloud services. Cloud computing is a novel paradigm for sharing servers, storage devices, desktops and applications. Author in explains that “Cloud computing has evolved into a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services).” Cloud computing is made upon advanced virtualization and internet based computing. Cloud computing may have several type of users like individual customers, individual business, startups, small and medium size business, enterprise business etc. Some good examples of big players of cloud are Amazon, Google, IBM etc. Cloud computing has become increasingly popular with industries because it is reducing capital expenditure and transforming it into operational cost. Cloud computing have component based nature like reliability, substitutability (alternative implementations and replacements), extensibility, customizability, scalability etc. A clear description of this can be defined as flexible nature of cloud from. For instance cloud computing have abilities like
• **(a) Significant scalability**: Cloud computing nature is very scalable for instance cloud provider Google has more than 100 billion servers. Amazon, Microsoft, IBM, Yahoo have hundreds of thousands of servers.

• **(b) Virtualization**: It means users can use cloud services at any location, by using a variety of terminal access to application services. Users need only a laptop or mobile for this.

• **(c) High Reliability**: Cloud computing nodes are interchangeable and more reliable than a local computer.

• **(d) Versatility**: Cloud is not made for only a particular application Applications in cloud support other different applications which are running simultaneously.

• **(e) High Scalability**: The size of cloud computing can be grown according to the need of users and size of applications.

• **(f) On demand Services**: Users of cloud can demand a service in cloud and get good response.

• **(g) Very Cheap**: This technology is not costly because it has low cost fault tolerance nodes.

Cloud computing can enable their users [41] to get what the users need. In recent years [44] a large number of cloud computing publications can be seen like books, white papers, articles, technical reports and so on.

2.1.1 Five Characteristics, Four deployment Models and Three Service Models of Cloud

Five characteristics of cloud computing are [23] [37] [34]

1. On demand self service

Consumer can one time demand of computing capabilities like server time and network storage

2. Broad network access

Consumer can get networked and accessed capabilities by using standard mechanisms like thin or thick platform usage.
3. Resource pooling

In cloud computing, the resources are pooled into a multitenant model. Consumers can use different physical and virtual resources. Resources examples are storage, memory, network bandwidth, processing and virtual machines.

4. Rapid elasticity

In cloud computing consumer can provision several capabilities very rapidly and elastically. For instance in some cases if required automatically scale in and scale out. It is because of flexibility of the cloud network.

5. Measured service

The usage of resources in the cloud can be controlled and optimized automatically. It is because that the cloud have capability of leveraging metering at some levels of abstraction, which are appropriate to the type of particular service.

Three service models of cloud [13][14][15][16][20][21][24][28][29][30][45][46][37][34]

- (a) Saas (Software as a service)
- (b) Paas (Platform as a service)
- (c) Iaas (Infrastructure as a service)

Figure 3 is about three layer networking architecture of cloud network. According to author in [46], In Iaas (the lowest layer of cloud networking architecture), there is a particular CSP (cloud service provider). The consumers can run, deploy and use software which is provided by CSP and CSP is responsible for controlling the whole cloud infrastructure. From [14] the main objective of Iaas is to reduce the capital expenditure and the overall maintenance of computer resources like hardware, servers, storage unit, networking capabilities, electric power etc. From author's point of view in [24] Iaas provides virtual machines and other abstracted hardware and operating systems which are controlled by API (Application programming Interface).

In Paas, (the middle layer of cloud networking infrastructure) consumers deploy those applications which are created by using some programming tools that are supported by provider [46]. These applications are run by a cloud service provider. From [14] the basic objective of Paas is
to reduce the overall cost of platform like operating systems and other development frameworks where applications and services are developed. In Paas users have main responsibility on applications and services. According to the author in [24] Paas allows customers so that they can develop new applications by using API which are implemented and operated remotely.

In Saas, (the top layer in cloud networking infrastructure) consumers use the applications of CSP’s on a cloud infrastructure which is provided [46] by another. In all cloud services are included in all three layers of the architecture. Each layer has its own functions and capabilities. From [14] in Saas the whole responsibility of infrastructure, platform and maintainability of services are assigned to the provider. Users have limited access to the settings of applications. From [24], Saas is software which is offered by a third party provider. It is available on demand by Web browser. Examples are online word processor, spreadsheet tools, CRM (Customer relationship management) services and web content delivering services.

Four deployment models of cloud [37] [14] [28] [24] [30] [47] [44] [48]
(a) Private Cloud

Private cloud is the cloud which is operated by the private network of the organization. It is managed and controlled by the organization and may be the third party. Third party could be a part according to the organization's requirements. Private cloud is operated for a single organization. It may be managed by third party.

(b) Public Cloud

It is a cloud which is accessible to the public. It is not private and available in general public. Basically public cloud is for general public or large enterprise.

(c) Community Cloud

Community cloud is the cloud which is shared by several organizations for several purposes. Community cloud is shared by several organizations and supports a community. It is managed by organization or third party.

(d) Hybrid Cloud

Hybrid cloud is the combination of two or more clouds which are separate actually. But there could be chances of portability of data and applications between them. It could be the combination of public and private clouds. Hybrid cloud is combination of two or more clouds (Private, Public or Community). These are bound together by a standardized technology.

2.1.2 Cloud Networking Architecture And Basic Networking Concepts In Cloud

According to Figure 4, it is a cloud network scenario. The overall description can be defined as: The users in the Figure 4 are in separate access networks, which are connected by internet via AP's (Access Points).

Several servers in the Figure 4 are used to combine and compose the overall cloud infrastructure. Several servers are like media server, storage server, application server, etc. These all servers are interconnected by internet. Cloud services are for the end users. There are several types of cloud connectivity i.e. Point to Point, Point to Multipoint, Multipoint to Multipoint and so on. Examples for these connectivity types are shown above. If any user A wants to do store something in the storage server then it is called point to point. If any Television on demand service is involved in users B and C then it is called point to multipoint. If the service is like video conferencing
between several users then it is called multipoint to multipoint. For several connectivity types in
the cloud NVP is required. NVP is network virtualization platform [43]. The Figure 5 from [29]
is about NVP and its related services. Figure 6 is also related to several further services of Naas
(Network as a service). NVP is a part of cloud virtualization platform as shown in Figure 6.

From [29], the main purposes of NVC is described as follows

- To hide implementation details of the network infrastructure.
- To provide safety to the whole hardware or software of the end systems in case of any
changes.

- To minimize the networking nodes which are used in Naas (Network as a service)
- To provide connectivity to the quality of service within several provider domains.

As shown in the Figure 5, the NVP is collection of DE’s and CE’s (Distributed entities and Central entities). CE basically implements the database of profiles of the customers. It also implements associated SLA’s (Service Level Agreements) for the purpose of providing authentication and necessary required authorization to network related services. NVP shown in Figure 5 is basically based on the process of background signaling. The basic purpose of this is to collect information related to the network topologies. DE distributes the information to other DE’s in the network. DE also perform network resources virtualization. Moreover DE stores the status information in the local resource database. Basically DE is used by cloud users when they want to send request to Naas (Network as a service) via a VPN (Virtual Private Network)

In Figure 5 USI is called User to Service Interface. In this cloud users request to the network as a service (Naas) by sending messages to NVP. USI signaling is implemented is XML (Extensible
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Messages are exchanged over TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) sockets. Furthermore, XML allows for easy processing of the data in mappings of services and checking of structure. DE is a collection of CP and AP. CP is used to integrate and extend the different layers of the network. Several applications in the layers request services. Cloud networking architecture uses Naas (network as a service) concept. Naas is shown in Figure 7. Naas is a class of services for cloud computing which provides virtualized connectivity to end users at various levels of reliability, traffic quality of service, flexible and scalable transparency, etc. Naas can be classified into two categories.

Naas can be also classified into several service units like network access service, virtual connectivity service, virtual topology service, virtual node service, network cost estimation service, etc. Several service units of Naas are described below.

**Network Access Service:** It is used for authentication and authorization. It provides user identification for accessing a grant. It is a kind of service acknowledgement.

**Virtual Connectivity Service:** It is responsible for monitoring and management of virtual connections which are created among several users. For example, connection creation service provides the creation of any connection, connection deletion service provides deletion of any connection, and so on.
on. It also provides current status of certain connection parameters.

**Virtual Topology service:** It is combination of management and monitoring of network topologies. Specially for virtually connected information like available bandwidth, packet delay, restoration etc.

**Virtual Node Service:** It is responsible for monitoring and managing of virtual nodes. In this the information which is provided, is related to the type of virtual connectivity like VPN, or Private LAN.

**Network Cost Estimation Service:** It is a grid functionality service. It provides information on the status and the behavior of transmission of the network to the grid services.

### 2.2 BYOD Networking Concepts

BYOD means that personal devices used for both business and private purposes. Hence the usage of business is mixed with personal. BYOD (Bringing your own devices) at workplace has been become very popular in recent days. BYOD is common in several services and businesses. Employees want network access anytime and anywhere. In author explains that “BYOD can let an employer not only make use of free-cost IT resources which are contributed by employees, but also attract smarter employees who consider their mobile computers being their always available”. The overview of BYOD in organizations has been shown in Figure 8.

As from a survey by CISCO Internet Business Solutions Group (IBSG) in 2012 shows that 89 % of Information Technology Corporations support BYOD. From 84 % of organizations are planning to implement Mobile Device Management by 2014. By 2017, the BYOD has been forecasted as to spawn a $181.39 billion industry. From BYOD is a technology in IT organizations which is used to support a variety of devices and their operating systems, and maintaining an expected level of service. Author of describes his views about BYOD that "Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) incorporates new devices into the enterprise outside of the process that IT normally follows for vetting, monitoring and auditing equipment for proper use. Instead of IT pushing down mandates to its employees’ population, BYOD allows employees to express and dictate the technology they want to use back to IT."

IT Corporations are adapting because of several reasons. Some of the reasons from are listed below:

- To improve the productivity
To enable new ways of doing business
To reduce desktop cost
To mitigate risks
To give freedom of work to the employees of the organization
To improve satisfaction of employees
To design a best class technology
To integrate with third party
To enable professional services
To provide end to end support
To provide consumerization of IT

Behind BYOD technology the name of the concept used is “Consumerization”. From [58], consumerization can be defined as cloud computing services with 3G/4G and smart devices. Furthermore from [62], consumerization is the IT innovations from the consumers market which acts as a challenge for the Corporate IT.

Organizations are allowing their employees to choose their [54] laptops, smart phones, tablets, macbooks etc. for supporting BYOD. The elements of BYOD technology is shown in figure 6 which
have taken from Google images. Employees in organizations are connected to the network interchangeably by using laptop, smart phone and tablets. Hence a number of devices per employee are also increasing [54]. BYOD has become a new business culture [60] of the smart work.

BYOD is also a part of cloud computing. From all above it could be concluded that Many organizations are adapting cloud computing and employees use their own devices at workplace for instance mobile devices as smart phones and many more. Cloud computing has a great role in emergence of the BYOD technology in the organizations. BYOD with cloud computing in enterprises is shown below in Figure 9.

![Figure 9: BYOD with cloud computing in enterprises, adapted from [69]](image)

With the Cloud computing and BYOD, the mobile computing has been become a recent trend also. Mobile Cloud Computing [66] [65] is also a related concept with the cloud computing and BYOD both. With the enhancement of mobile and smart phones, cloud and BYOD the concept of mobile cloud computing has been grown and introduced. From [66], Mobile cloud computing can be explained as when someone is running any application (for instance facebook or gmail or any other application) on smart phone with the usage of its remote server correspondence. From [57]

> "Because employees have become accustomed to self-service environments for applications and support, thanks to innovations such as Software as a Service (SaaS), cloud computing, and, of course, mobile devices, they are also much more comfortable with the concept of a BYOD program"
that allows them to use their own device(s) for work. BYOD programs should reflect best practices that recognize and embrace the inevitability of consumerization, yet offer “built-in” flexibility and adaptability because those best practices are emerging and changing as quickly as the mobile environment”

This can be said as mobile cloud computing. Here mobile phone or smart phone works as a client which connects with a remote server via any 3G or 4G technologies. Mobile cloud computing architecture in enterprises has been shown below in Figure 10.

![Figure 10: Mobile Cloud Computing Architecture from 65](image)

### 2.3 Social Media Networking Concepts

Social Networking from SANS institute [95] can be defined as

“Social Media is the internet and the mobile technology based on the channels of communication in which people share contents with each other”

According to the author in [87],

“Social networking sites have attracted millions of users. Through these sites, the users share their information (text messages, photos, and videos, etc) with their friends”

Social media or social networking are comes from the “consumer oriented services” [82]. These technologies are responsible for transforming [82] the way so that the people can communicate
and accelerate the spread of the information. As in recent and current time period, so many people are familiarized and attached with the usage of social media networking. Running examples are using face book, twitter, and linked in etc. As the time is going forward, the changes and advancements are also coming in the smart technologies.

Figure 11: Social Media Networking, from [96]

Figure 11 shows several social networking examples and its various features. Face book and Twitter had approximate 800 billion and 300 billion users [83] correspondently by 2011 and 2012. Author in [84] explains that with the advancement in social media recently, organizations are increasing interest in more usage of social networking. Organizations want to learn, understand and use of the social media and its interesting and flexible applications. Moreover in now a these days social media [85] has become the most popular in IT industries. It could be said that social media has taken its place as a recent trend for several organizations, From [85], statistics show that social media adaptation had been doubled in USA in small businesses in 2009. Social media has made the life easy of people. That's why the people are interested in use of these
advanced trends. Recently the social network service has become an increasingly popular web service which can provide knowledge sharing and user interaction based on Web 2.0 concepts \cite{82}. The concept of social media connectivity in enterprises is shown below in Figure \ref{fig:12}.

![Social Media Networking Connectivity graph in enterprises](image)

**Figure 12:** Social Media Networking Connectivity graph in enterprises, from Google images

Social media has several features for instance it provides us several demands like easy chatting, video conferencing, internet shopping, finding jobs, multimedia sharing, online games and many more. Author of \cite{85} describes that many of the organizations hire their consultants and employees by using facebook, linked in, twitter or youtube. Linkedin is very good example of professional social networking site. Anyone can share his/her professional career and make network with other several related professionals. It also helps to find jobs related to our career, study area, field and experience.

In case of facebook, it has become the most accessed \cite{88} website in the cyber world. Is has been shown in \cite{88} according to statistics that “From one billion active users , 552 million users are the daily active users of facebook in year 2012” With BYOD and cloud, the trend of mobile social networking \cite{89} has been increased. Millions of users \cite{89} are continuously using “always on” and “always carried” mobile devices to access the internet and social networking applications. Author in \cite{90} shows that Social networking has made the web friendly and more connected but
also more complexed. According to the SANS Institute [95], social media offers several advantages to the organizations. The competition has been raised among several organizations. Therefore it has become the need of organizations to adapt these smart technologies to move forward. Otherwise enterprises can’t move forward and can’t come in competition with other organizations. Social Media and technology is also known as Web 2.0 user generated contents. From [96] social media applications can be categorized into several categories. 15 categories of social media from [96] has been listed below and shown clearly with examples in Figure 11.

- Micro Blogging
- Publishing
- Photo Sharing
- Aggregators
- Audio
- Video
- Live Casting
- RSS
- Mobile
- Crowd sourcing
- Virtual worlds
- Gaming
- Search
- Conversation applications
- Social Networking

Social media is also related to cloud computing [96]. Furthermore it could be said that BYOD, Cloud Computing and Social Networking are related with each other and connected with each other in some manner.
3 Brief CKTECK’s Description, & Overall Network Infrastructure Plan

3.1 Basic Description Of CKTECK AG

Section 3.1 has been taken from [77]. The Organization CKTECK was described by Khushbir Kaur Sharma in her Master Thesis. The author of this thesis is responsible for making overall network infrastructure plan, for finding network security related threats and risks, for finding solutions, for describing basic network policy for CKTECK Corporation, for describing several tasks to the future students and so on. Therefore for all this the author needed a basic information for a multi-territory and multinational Corporation. Hence the information of Section 3.1 has been taken from [77].

CKTECK is a modern Information Technology related organization. CKTECK is multi international and multi subsidiary organization. CKTECK has been come from the SOKOTCEK AG, 2005. SO-COTECK AG case study was related to the problems and technologies in year 2005. But in these days the technologies are modern and there have been emergence of smart devices. CKTECK Corporation is related to the modern technologies, smart devices according to the environment in now these days.

CKTECK Corporation is related to three main recent technologies i.e. Cloud Networking, BYOD and Social Media networking. CKTECK’s customers are from several locations which are listed below

- Bank of America (on different locations) bank
- AT & T wireless (Cellular company)
- US cellular
- Comeats
- Cable Connect Inc., Tel Aviv (Israel), Cable manufacturer
- Trossen AG, Honau (Germany) Engineering works
- Weiss & Partners, Goldau (Swiss) Arm manufacturer
- Lotti, Zurich (Swiss) Private bank
CKTECK is with Ten modern subsidiaries. The four countries are Switzerland, India, Poland, and Norway. The following are the locations of CKTECK Corporation. The description has been shown below.

3.1.1 CKTECK’s Three Subsidiaries In Switzerland

There are three buildings in Switzerland. Figure 13 shows CKTECK’s three subsidiaries at Switzerland Area. Two of them, Altodorf Ost & West, are located at the outskirts of Altdorf at the one side of the Reuss river, while the third building is located on the other side of the river in Attinghausen. The bee-line between these locations is approximately 800 m. The hardware department resists exclusively in Attinghausen, while 95% of the informatics department resist at the two buildings in Altdorf (see site plan also). Some collaborators of the automation department, who are responsible for system integration work at the hardware site.

The main gate at the Attinghausen area is attended around the clock by a gate keeper. The side is also accessible for trucks, in order to deliver and pick up goods. The employees parking ground is also located inside the area, which is surrounded by a fence and monitored by four video cameras. Robots ready for delivery, large amounts of electronic components, and raw materials are stored in that area.

Both buildings in Altdorf have air conditioning, located at the roof of the respective building. The side entrances in both buildings are locked, and are basically emergency exits, though the department chiefs have keys for them. At the main entrance of Altdorf Ost is the secretariat that also functions as a reception. The computer centre is located at Altdorf West. The building is secured via badge and a personnel code.

3.1.2 CKTECK’s Five Subsidiaries In India

There are five subsidiaries of CKTECK in India. The organization contains advanced technologies with newly discovered infrastructure. The locations are situated in both North and south India. In south India the buildings are located in Banglore and Pune. The other three subsidiaries are in the north India i.e. Chandigarh (IT Park), New Delhi and Gurgaon.
Subsidiaries In South India, i.e. Pune And Banglore

Figure 14 shows two South Indian Subsidiaries of CKTECK. Furthermore Figure 15 shows three North Indian subsidiaries of CKTECK.

In Pune, there is an office of CKTECK, which is situated in Pune IT park. This building is responsible for making hardware for instance, android smart phone development, development of security alarm systems, development using micro controllers, development of RFID sensors and so on. For the security of this office biometrics system is available. The delivery systems for products are available by using robots. The robots are responsible for carrying the products into the vehicles. Other hardware and software security aspects are also available inside the organization.

In Bangalore, the main area of development is Visual effect computing services. There is a small office situated in Bangalore IT Park. The main activities of the office are Development of visual effects, Animation development and Development of games.
Subsidiaries In North India, i.e. Chandigarh, New Delhi And Gurgaon

**In Chandigarh**, the BPO has been established for customer's supports. Customer support services are available for 24*7. For the security point of view they use access card for entering in the office. The employees are allowed to bring their personal devices but they can use them only within the visitor areas. There is an entry system for any unknown person. Moreover the security surveillances are available to monitor each and every activity.

**In New Delhi**, the building is situated in Information Technology Park. It is a software development area, where so many organizations are situated. There is one office of CKTECK AG situated in that area. In this building, the software are developed and maintained. This building is responsible for Relational Database development, SAP and ERP Development, PHP and Java Development, VC++ and automation. Python software solutions, CRM Software development, CAD, CAME software developments. This is a small subsidiary of the organization. In this office, there is also an access card system security for each employee.

**In Gurgaon**, the office is situated in IT Park. This office is responsible for the testing of the softwares, which are made in New Delhi and handling of communication services. The software are checked and verified here at this location for the performance measurement. All communication
services are also handled in this building for instance LAN, MAN WAN, WLAN, VDI and cloud etc.

### 3.1.3 **CKTECK’s One Subsidiary In Poland**

The office in Poland is in Warsaw is responsible for providing engineering and industrial design services. The main services are Product detailing, Solid surface modeling, Finite element analysis, Infrastructural management, Digital design virtualization development, Technical surface development, Reverse engineering etc. Figure 16 shows its picture.

![Warsaw](image)

Figure 16: CKTECK's One Subsidiary In Warsaw, Poland

### 3.1.4 **CKTECK’s One Subsidiary In Norway**

![Oslo](image)

Figure 17: CKTECK's One Subsidiary In Oslo, Norway
The main office situated in Oslo. This is responsible for Information security training services such as General awareness services, IT and user training, Technical training, End user education. The main purpose for the building is providing IT security consultancy related services to the customers. Figure 17 shows the Oslo Subsidiary of CKTECK in Norway.

3.2 The CKTECK’s Overall Network Infrastructure Plan

The important thing need to be considered that CKTECK’s network infrastructure allows BYOD, cloud and Social Media Networking. There is basically VPN network where CKTECK AG employee can access the organizational network and perform their work on it. with the help of such type of flexible infrastructure the employee can perform their job in an effective manner.

3.2.1 Preparing network infrastructure for the modern organization like CKTECK AG

“*The network is the computer*”

[John Burdette Gage](11) [38] When Sun Microsystems popularized this phrase several years ago. And it's impossible to connect information systems, systems, stakeholders and staff, a great deal of productivity would cease at many organizations today. [38] With the help of such type of technology the Network manager of CKTECK AG also rethinks to establish the network infrastructure of CKTECK AG. For upgrading the network infrastructure of the CKTECK AG the manager has upgraded the speed of the internet and changes in switch from 10/100 for the changer and 10/100/1000 for such kind of the advanced organization. It is very important in today's world that if we want to make changes for the network infrastructure we have to take some decisions for technology and design in such a way so that they can accommodate the virtualization, cloud computing and BYOD services and also take over consideration over the upcoming risks with such technologies with the help of CKTECK AG network design students and the author too learn about techniques and guideline in the establishment of the network infrastructure for a particular organization.

There some basic principal which has been using now in these days for the establishment of the network for organization. The same way CKTECK AG has also been adapted the fundamental such a PC LAN’s and the internet is still apply and other techniques has been changed. For the network infrastructure of CKTECK AG the five major trends and reasons which has been deploying for the network infrastructure at CKTECK, are mentioned below. From [38]

- The raise in expectations of the users is so high towards the CKTECK AG. Due to advancement in the network field the network infrastructure need more flexibility and should be more user friendly so that it can fulfill the expectation of the users. CKTECK AG is totally depends upon the mobile services and internet for increasing productivity the CKTECK AG need to
regenerate their network security policy or strategy.

- Due to advanced security related concerns and the ubiquitous nature of the network it make vulnerable all the assets of CKTECK AG. Because the network of any organization connects overall infrastructure of the organisation which includes servers, desktops workstations and so on which contains all impotent and confidential data which needs protection.

- The change has been drastically comes in the information security organization. And it also comes in CKTECK AG organization which is totally based on the virtualization. Therefore it needs the change in the tools and theirs relative advanced mechanisms for the successful working environment of the CKTECK AG.

- **Reliability requirements** in the network downtime is very much important for the CKTECK point of view. If there is technological downtime for instance then its very difficult to accommodate. So that, CKTECK has their own backup recovery and disaster recovery policy to overcome to such disaster scenario. With such techniques the network is available and reliable in nature.

- **Mobility, cloud technology, Virtualization and wireless WAN’s** in the network infrastructure of CKTECK AG is totally based on the advanced technological platforms for the networking. Because for People working far away from the organization premises can easily connect to the organizational network through some of these schemes. So that they can perform their work being a part of the organization from the different geographical location. "using cloud-based services, supporting work- anywhere mobility tools such as smart phones and notebooks, and upgrading WANs to handle latency- sensitive and bandwidth-sensitive applications."

FROM [38] Table 1 has shown the design changes and technology changes for the advanced information security organization.

3.2.2 Concept behind the improved network of CKTECK AG

Networks always needs changes according to the technological changes, because it needs to fulfill the needs of the organization and its users. According to the network infrastructure of CKTECK from 2005 it has been drastically change in all manners (technology, geographical structure, risks scenario, and so on factors.) These needs often change as technology evolves and improves. A good IT manager always thinks sensible and critical while developing the advanced network infrastructure and same has been done in case of CKTECK AG. during the research of CKTECK network infrastructure the author mainly learn some core concept which needs to be
Table 1: Design and technology changes for the advanced information security organization CKTECK AG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trend</th>
<th>Design Changes</th>
<th>Technology Changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. User expectations</td>
<td>• Scaling up via multiple data centers, content distribution networks and geographic load balancing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Tighter integration of old green-screen apps with self-service web apps</td>
<td>• Federated identity management that links to other web service providers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Retraining operations to move to 24x7 availability</td>
<td>• Turners to e-commerce and fulfillment partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Security concerns</td>
<td>• Increased use of defense-in-depth with built-in layers of apparently redundant security</td>
<td>• Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) accelerators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• More internal access control points within all Layer 3 devices</td>
<td>• SSL decryption appliances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• More traffic inspection points designed in</td>
<td>• Quality of Service (QoS) management for traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Datacenter changes</td>
<td>• Completely redundant design everywhere</td>
<td>• Gigabit-speed intrusion prevention system (IPS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Coalesced backbone into chassis-type products to reduce Layer 3 routing decisions</td>
<td>• Data loss prevention, both for outbound and inbound traffic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Higher density in-cabinet switches</td>
<td>• Application-layer firewalls for servers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Green power and HVAC-aware design</td>
<td>• Network access control (NAC) and application-control tools for users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Reliability requirements</td>
<td>• Application designs that make use of multiple redundant systems and redundant storage elements distributed across data centers</td>
<td>• Link aggregation at switches to scale up speeds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Active-active device design</td>
<td>• 10Gbps interfaces to top-of-rack or end-of-row</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Change in design to permit rolling upgrades of infrastructure without downtime</td>
<td>• 10Gbps directly to blade servers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Mobility, the cloud and more efficient WANs</td>
<td>• Retraining apps to reduce traffic for WAN and mobile users</td>
<td>• Application delivery controllers placed in front of server farms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Push apps to cloud</td>
<td>• Converged data/storage networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Unified communications, linking voice, video, presence and apps</td>
<td>• High-speed, high-density firewalls with many interfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Threat mitigation at the perimeter for VPN users</td>
<td>• Data deduplication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Continuous data protection backup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Use of redundant 10Gbps interfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Rapid speed spanning tree protocol (RSTP)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
study and for future protection of CKTECK network infrastructure. It needs to be take under consideration that what is at horizon and what need to be added in the CKTECK AG. There are four technologies in particular that IT managers should start to learn more about because they will more than likely affect their network in the near future.

**Virtualization:**
Virtualization is the one of the main concept behind the network infrastructure of the CKTECK AG. The presence of virtualization is everywhere in the network. There are so many benefits behind such kind of technology that’s why CKTECK AG adopted virtualization as a part of network infrastructure. Some benefits from shown below:

- Easy and user friendly with GUI end user and administrators at CKTECK.
- CKTECK have opportunity of single control plane which can manage multiple devices.
- Providing flexibility and compatibility is a benefit for CKTECK’s network and other devices.
- Due to flexible in nature, it can be easily customized by end users at CKTECK.
- It also provides security from protocol level to application level.

**10-Gigabit networking:**
from the network infrastructure and virtualized server of CKTECK AG has been established on the 10Gigabit Ethernet. Its because of it provides very high bandwidth for communication at very long distance over different geographical location at lower cost. The level of scalability of the 10 gigabits networking is 10Mbps to 10000 Mbps. It also provides the link between switches and servers. The reason for adapting the 10Gbps is that at the edge of the of the network where it puts all burden. "Large-scale server virtualization needs that level of bandwidth to operate. And 10Gbps Ethernet switches also support large databases and backup-to-disk initiatives”.

**Wireless:**
In CKTECK AG the advanced level of wireless is 802.11n now in these days CKTECK AG wireless network is not for guests only the employee of the CKTECK also using the same network for the their organizational use so that they can reduce the paperwork and time as well. with such facilities the video surveillance services are also available on the network for the larger geographical area of CKTECK AG.

**Multilevel security :**
From In past few decades the firewall security was only limited to the perimeter. But these types of network security features are outdated now. In advanced organization like CKTECK AG the firewall are installed throughout the network infrastructure on the basis of some new network related requirement like speed, reliability and manageability. for Higher level protection for the
network infrastructure of the organization is too expensive CKTECK AG security related tools has been established inside the core so that the protection of the system is most important at CKTECK AG.

3.2.3 How CKTECK AG planned for the virtualization in the organization

When we have a look at the network Infrastructure of CKTECK AG there are so many changes made from 2005 to 2013. The overall picture of the network of CKTECK AG has been change. Now in these days the organization adopted the new technologies such as Cloud, BYOD and Social media and so on. In many ways, some changes are like in Ethernet ports, more focus on TCP/IP, cloud services, BYOD (bring your own devices), wireless. Behind all these advancement in the network infrastructure of CKTECK AG organization requires the faster security devices. from all above it clears that there is too much difference in today's network and the LAN based network decades ago.[38]

When the CKTECK start up with the virtualization within the network infrastructure of CKTECK the first question was in mind of IT administrator that from[38] " How Virtualization Changes Data Centres Virtualization and server consolidation have resulted in three priority requirements for data centre networks: high density, high speeds and very high reliability and redundancy. Virtualization also has shifted the emphasis in data centre networking to reduce reliance on Layer 3 routing in favour of Layer 2 switching. This is because Layer 2 switching gives the virtualization manager greater flexibility to move VMs between hosts and — most important — between different data centres in the same or different buildings and campuses” [38].

High Availability and Redundancy:
The high availability and redundancy the network infrastructure of CKTECK AG, that most of the network manger didn’t much about the redundancy because it was depending upon a single point. But now in these days the CKTECK AG suing virtualization services a part of network infrastructure. It requires redundancy in every connection for more flexibility of the network and with such the availability also improves. With this techniques it can identify the failure within the network easily.[38] [80]. Server- to-network redundancy, done correctly, helps to increase the performance of the network of CKTECK AG.

Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol:
For the faster recovery from the failure in the network infrastructure, CKTECK AG is adopting the technique like RSTP (Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol) basically it is used to remove the loops from the loop bridged environment.[38] IT manger should follow the right procedure to apply the loop free operation with the help of RSTP. The RSTP is very fast to detect the common loops and later on place one into BLOCKING mode to avoid broadcasting storm. [78]
But behind such advanced technology there are so many loop holes from where an attacker or intruder can take advantage and disturb the normal working condition of the CKTECK AG. The advanced connectivity style which has been used behind the CKTECK’S network connectivity is MPLS VPN Technology for connectivity over the long distance. While at the local level every data centre are fully equipped with the Advanced security mechanisms. But No system is full proof. This section provides the information regarding the whole network infrastructure plan and networking concepts for CKTECK’s three subsidiaries at Switzerland.

3.2.4 Overall Geographical network view of CKTECK’s ten subsidiaries

Figure [18] shows a geographical view of the ten subsidiaries of CKTECK. The subsidiaries have been shown at different locations on the different maps of the different four countries.

![Geographical View of CKTECK's ten subsidiaries in different four countries](image)

CKTECK AG adapted the MPLS VPN technology for connecting their subsidiaries over the different geographical location because the MPLS VPN provides the flexible communication channel to the subsidiaries. In MPLS contains P and PE routers and CE router at customer premises so that it can provide the connectivity between all subsidiaries at different location. P routers are in the core of the network infrastructure of MPLS VPN of CKTECK AG, whereas the PE router works as an Edge based router to provide connectivity with the other subsidiaries over the different geographical location. Where CE router has been established for make connectivity with the PE router which are located in PE of the MPLS VPN edge. The main VPN protocols which can be used behind the connectivity of overall CKTECK AG’s network are PPTP\[107\], L2TP\[108\],
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IPSec, SSL

3.2.5 CKTECK's Blockwise Network Infrastructure Plan

The network design of CKTECK based organization for the Switzerland subsidiaries which connects the others subsidiaries through the MPLS VPN network. This is advanced network infrastructure of CKTECK with advanced features of sharing the data between different geographical location with Multi protocol label switching technique. The ideas behind using MPLS technology in CKTECK AG, has been adapted from [10] [81] [101] [102]. This section will describe Network connectivity and the block wise network infrastructure of CKTECK which is related to the Switzerland's Branch of the Organization.

This section describes the Network Infrastructure Design for Switzerland based subsidiary. The description of network infrastructure and the network design diagrams are shown as follows. Figure 19 is about the Network diagram for the Altdorf ost subsidiary of the CKTECK at Switzerland. Figure 20 is related to Network infrastructure of the Altdorf west subsidiary of CKTECK at Switzerland. Figure 21 shows the Network infrastructure of CKTECK's Attinghausen Subsidiary at Switzerland. Figure 22 shows the MPLS network connectivity between three subsidiaries of CKTECK at Switzerland Area at local level.

- The network infrastructure of the CKTECK AG is based on MPLS VPN network with advanced features of cloud, BYOD and SOCIAL media.
- The advanced versions of windows server patches are installed in the organization.
- Over 95% of staff work with the PC and are dependent on the availability of the network and other advanced features of the network in the CKTECK AG. With some Advanced features of network like Cloud, BYOD, Social media, VDI etc. the employees rely on the network for overall work.
- The data centres are located in every location for better communication services. With advancement in network the employee can access the data anywhere anytime but under the security policy guideline of the CKTECK AG.
- For safety reasons, all servers are in a Fire proof cabinet of the data centre, from which ventilation reasons is tight.
- In addition to the 10 Gbps Ethernet and fiber optic connection, Wireless connectivity for MPLS VPN and the central server’s attitude were exclusively used Ethernet and Fast Ethernet. The speed of the network is good. The three are each router in the basement of the three buildings. You are trapped in closets.
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Figure 19: Network diagram for the Altdorf ost subsidiary of the CKTECK network infrastructure

- All servers are connected via a UPS, and other power backups systems because currently fluctuations have been observed. All backup devices are at place because the information stored over the servers is accessed by the all employees who have access to the server data.

- For the safety of the data are made a backup of all servers every week and included in a Fire proof cabinet, the server located the ground Floor of the computer centre are the terminal server and are usable only by authorized persons.

- Access to the building is possible only with a badge and a personal code. Some advanced access systems are also applied over the entry systems e.g. Access card system, biometric systems and RFID technology etc.

- In the each of the building CKTECK infrastructure there are several Ethernet and wireless for laptops desktop and other resources are available.

- The company CKTECK AG has installed its own web server in the DMZ. The server acts as a pool of information to interested parties to present the company and the new products. The CKTECK network infrastructure is separated from Internet by a Firewall.

- The Firewall has been administered only by Mr. Sharma. This is a task for the network administrator to be set.

- For all employees which are part of the organization have their account on the Firewall for the security point of view. This allows access to the network server via the Internet. Such
requests are authenticated using login and password through the Firewall. There will be sending sensitive data. that how they are accessing the sensitive data

- The network management tools were served almost exclusively by Mr. Sharma. Two employees are in this direction, and expertise in all aspects while dealing with such tools.

- The hardware infrastructure was inventoried recently in this year. A new software was introduced for this purpose, however, is frequently also recorded everything on paper and stored.

- Advanced Encryption standards are set for the passwords. There is an instruction in the use of passwords and number codes Badge. These include the password structure, the length and the cyclic change of passwords and codes. The badges must be worn visibly.

- The Field staff can also access the infrastructure over ISDN and PSTN. While using the Remote Access they are cover the same security policy which are apply during the access inside the organization. During the abroad travel they are staying connect with the organizational network with the help of MPLS VPN. Tele workers use various client devices, such as desktop and laptop computers, smart phones, and personal digital assistants (PDA), tablets, to read and send email, access Web sites, review and edit documents, and perform many other tasks. Most Tele worker use remote access, which is the ability for an organization's users to ac-
cess its non-public computing resources from external locations other than the organization's facilities [113].

- Server takes over the task of the access check. Remote authentication is performed using normal login and password.
- In section two hardware development staff have set up on their own initiative, several switches. Hence, have the ability to control their workstations remotely from home to access the personal data and to control any intense, prolonged calculation processes.
- In the production department, a separate connection has been installed to react more quickly to customer inquiries.

3.2.6 MPLS Connectivity in CKTECK’s subsidiaries

When the communication between different subsidiaries is required then the MPLS VPN technology is used. At local level the subsidiary is connected to its remote and regional office in
such manner. The network infrastructure of CKTECK is based on MPLS [10] (Multiprotocol Label switching) technology.

With the help of such technology the multi-subsidiaries of CKTECK has been connected with each other over the different geographical locations. It supports up to 10000 users over different locations. The reason for choosing such kind of network is as following [10] [81] [101] [102]:

- IT is too flexible in nature.
- Scalability level is so high.
- Resiliency and security.
- Easily manageable.
- Advanced technological structure with advanced features.

In this Advanced CKTECK network infrastructure the support staff can design and implement the services in such a way, so that these services would be used in beneficial or effective manner.

Overview of Architecture MPLS VPN Design [10] [81] [101] [102] for All Subsidiaries connectivity

This section provides the information regarding basic MPLS connectivity at Switzerland Area in three buildings. Moreover it also provides the information behind the concept of MPLS connectivity for CKTECK’s subsidiaries and its features, benefits and many more about MPLS technology.

The Figure 22 shows the basic local MPLS connectivity at Switzerland Based Subsidiaries. The MPLS connectivity has been shown in three subsidiaries of CKTECK at Switzerland area.

The CKTECK’s network infrastructure with MPLS provides highly availability, security and optimization connection between the different remote site LAN’s. When it comes over the subsidiary at different geographical location IP based connectivity comes in existence. These IP based technique provide a risk free environment between different locations.

In Figure 23 shows the remote connectivity by the use of MPLS technique with following features:

- It provides the MPLS WAN connections more than 500 remote sites.
- It also provides the primary and secondary resiliency.
- A wired LAN technology at remote site and IP based connectivity over the Geographical
The one of the foremost focused part of the CKTECK MPLS [10] [81] [101] [102] design is to allow usage of the commonly deployed WAN transport.

- MPLS VPN layer 3 (Primary)
- MPLS VPN layer 3 (Secondary)
- Internet VPN (Secondary)

The primary site uses network equipment for measurement of high performance and redundancy. In this design the primary WAN aggregation site is co resident to the data centre and same with main campus or LAN. The MPLS design of CKTECK network is a next generation network infrastructure which provide wide variety of advanced and VAS (value added services). The network infrastructure is provides cost effectiveness over the different geographical location with IP, frame relay, ATM or Ethernet. At layer 3 of CKTECK MPLS infrastructure the main use of a peer to peer VPN model that provides the BGP (Border gateway protocol) to explore VPN re-
The subscribers who need to transport the IP multicast are using MVPN's. In such case of MPLS CKTECK network architecture leverages MPLS VPN as a primary or backup WAN transport. The architecture design of CKTECK is statically or dynamically routed with either single or multiple MPLS carrier. The main difference between the subsidiaries is the overall size of the network architecture. The other concept is based on the routing protocol. In these network architecture there is no difference between the distribution layer and dedicated WAN distribution layer. At distribution layer IP route summarization is performed. In infrastructure dual WAN edge tech-
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Technology has been introduced because of regional office and remote campus location are with more user population. Because it provide the redundancy to the single point failure.

There are some characteristics of CKTECK design model [10] [81] [101] [102].

- IP routing
- LAN access.
- High availability.
- Path selection performance.
- QoS
- Design parameters.

CKTECK MPLS Infrastructure is far better and effective over multinational locations. For emerging organization like CKTECK the WAN architecture requires flexibility that’s why CKTECK using MPLS. Following are some facts mentioned below [10] [81] [101] [102]:

- MPLS VPNs are an IP Routing Service—the Implications
- MPLS WAN Explorer—Visibility through the MPLS VPN Cloud
- MPLS VPN Reach ability Monitoring, Alerting and Visualization
- Fast Detection of MPLS VPN Routing Outages and Instabilities
- End-to-End Path Tracing and Detailed Routing Analyses
- Powerful BGP Troubleshooting Tools for VPN Peering Problems
- Monitoring and Alerting on Breaches in MPLS VPN Privacy
- Monitoring of Remote Site IGP Routing Issues
- Scalable Monitoring of Satellite Sites
- Integrated Routing and Traffic Analysis across MPLS VPNs

Some features and benefits of MPLS WAN Explorer for MPLS VPN Network design for the CKTECK has been shown below [10] [81] [101] [102]:

- Connectivity all over the country on fiber as well as RF
- Three-tier network i.e. core, aggregation& access layers built to ensure “no single point of
High level of scalability to handle both geographic expansions and bandwidth growth
- End-to-end assured network security
- Convergent network i.e. capable of running voice, video & data
- Supports layer 2 & layer 3 VPNs
- Support full/partial- mesh, hub & spoke topology
- Bandwidth availability from 64 Kbps to multiple STMs customizable as per the customer requirement
- 24/7 monitoring via multiple network operation centres

MPLS WAN Explorer offers enterprise IT managers a number of benefits when deployed to help manage MPLS VPN services and ensure application delivery across the WAN.

3.2.7 Floor Wise Network Infrastructure For CKTECK AG in Switzerland’s three subsidiaries

This subsection is about the network structure of different Floors of each subsidiary at Switzerland. In Switzerland, there are three subsidiaries as already described. Hence the Floor wise network infrastructure of three CKTECK’s subsidiaries at Switzerland has been shown in this section. All devices are placed in the right place with advanced technologies and advanced features. This diagram for the Switzerland subsidiaries which are located in different geographical location in Switzerland (Altdorf ost, Altdorf west, Attinghausen). The organization contains video surveillance for the sake of physical security and all building and floors are secured with access card system so that nobody can enter without permission. There are basically three floors in each of the subsidiaries of the CKTECK AG Switzerland branches. In all three subsidiaries some common devices are placed on each floor like Advanced laser printer, Fax machine, workstation/PCs and switches, but some of devices are special which needs description to understand the overall infrastructure of the CKTECK AG. At local level connectivity the CKTECK AG again using the MPLS VPN for domestic communication. The firewall is placed in between the connection which comes from the outside of the network and the company’s internal environment. So that it can protect the internal environment of CKTECK AG from the Malicious outsider or other dangerous attacks. There are server and Virtual servers are location inside the CKTECK AG to provide the network flexibilities and reliability and availability for the employee working inside and outside the network. The use of Novell filr, remote access server, file server and directory server, database server, application server, virtual server and other devices which are placed inside the networked environment to make the CKTECK AG more strong at International level. Figure [24] is about floor wise network infrastructure of CKTECK’s three subsidiaries at Switzerland.
Figure 24: Floor Wise Network Infrastructure of CKTECK's three subsidiaries at Switzerland.
In this section we are going to take a look on the network details Novell Filr is now combine with the new technology which is very much suitable for the BYOD in the network infrastructure of CKTECK AG. It is integrated with MobileIron with the help of which the staff of CKTECK can access the file through the Mobile devices and That will possible in secure manner. The Employees can access the file from the servers which is resides inside the corporation. the every access which is performed under the flir that only provides to the authorized persons of the CKTECK AG. While Mobile Iron App Connect keeps managed and personal data separate creating another level of security for IT. Novell Filr provides file access and sharing, and lets users access their home directories and network folders from mobile devices. Users can also synchronize their files to their PC and Mac computers. They can also share files internally and externally, and comment on files.

In CKTECK AG tunnelling based protocol techniques has been used for transmission control over the data. The Different tunnelling techniques has been followed by the CKTECK network infrastructure. Based on the tunnelling protocol it provides services to the client machines. It also provides protocol based services to mobile devices for communication purpose with security. From author in "This method performs the virtual calling to the virtual port of the VPN server. Because the smart phone VPN client application tries to connect to the AP by connecting the virtual points and to secure the data by 3-way handshaking method, the basic security vulnerability can be removed."

3.3 Basic Network Security Policy For CKTECK's Network Infrastructure

Network Security Policy is a general document which provides the main rules for any computer network access. The Network Security policy of any Corporation describes the basic architecture of the corporation’s network environment. The Network Security policy document provides some specific rules for individuals or groups of individuals throughout the company. The policies can be explained as a set of instructions that could be understood by special purpose network hardware dedicated for securing the network. For writing network security policy for CKTECK, ideas have been taken from [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], A

From [2]

"An acceptable use policy is a set of established guidelines for the appropriate use of computer networks within an organization. The policy is a written agreement, read and signed by employees, that outlines the terms, conditions, and rules of the Internet and internal network use for the company. An acceptable use policy helps educate employees about the kinds of tools they will use on the network and what they can expect from those tools. The policy also helps to define boundaries of behavior and, more critically, specify the consequences of violating those boundaries. The policy also specifies the actions that management and the System Administrators may take to
maintain and monitor the network for unacceptable use, and they include the general worst-case consequences or responses to specific policy violation situations

PURPOSE:

The purpose of the network security policy is to prevent the network client workstations at CKTECK could be prevented from the accessing and using services which are outside from those they are authorized to use by implementing controls.

SCOPE:

This policy is applied to everyone who is using the systems at CKTECK, information technology resources, and the facilities at CKTECK. This policy is not limited to employees, customers, visitors, contractors, consultants, temporary employees, contractors etc. This policy applies to all information technology facilities, systems and network which are owned, used and controlled by CKTECK Corporation. It is also applied to all third party equipment connections to such facilities, networks and systems at CKTECK.

STATEMENT OF THE POLICY:

The network design of CKTECK and all process related to it, should be utilized to restrict the path between network client workstations and CKTECK's computer systems and computing resources. It is just because to reduce the chances for unauthorized access and use.

DEFINITIONS

1. **Network Infrastructure**: Network infrastructure is related to the hardware and software resources of an entire network which can be used to create the network connectivity, communication, operations and management of an enterprise network. Network infrastructure of any Corporation provides the communication path and services between users, processes, applications, services and external networks and the Internet. Network infrastructure basically a part of IT Infrastructure. The entire network infrastructure of any Corporation and relate subsidiaries is interconnected, and can be used for internal communications, external communications or both. Any network infrastructure includes:

2. **Networking Hardware**: Routers, switches, LAN cards, wireless routers, cables, etc.

3. **Networking Software**: Network operations and management, operating systems, a firewall and network security applications

4. **Network Services**: T-1 Line, DSL, satellite, wireless, protocols, IP addressing, etc.
5. **Network Computing Resources:** It is any kind of any physical or any virtual component, which has limited availability within any computer system and any network. The internal and external devices which are connected to any computer systems could be memory areas, resources including files or network connections.

**GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR AT CKTECK**

- A network administrator will be responsible for manage and configure network systems.
- He is responsible to monitor logs and events on systems to monitor any security concern.
- He is responsible to monitor & ensure that all systems are backup and running at all times.
- He is responsible to monitor & ensure backup of vital systems and network components.
- He is responsible to monitor the performance of network and manage bandwidth of network.
- He is responsible to monitor & ensure that internet services are taken from at least two service providers for maximum redundancy specially during disasters.

**GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE CISO (Chief Information Security Officer) FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF NETWORK SECURITY AT CKTECK**

The CISO at CKTECK should oversee the internal policies, standards, guidelines, processes, and procedures regarding network security management at the Corporation network. Some of the general responsibilities of CISO at CKTECK in maintaining the network security are listed as following

- CISO should be responsible for Monitor and oversee that scheduled network security testing and controls are in place or not? It is because to alert management of unauthorized attempts.
- He should responsible for monitor and work with network managers to implement controls. It is because to ensure the security of information in networks and the protection of connected services from unauthorized access.
- CISO should be responsible for monitor and ensure that appropriate logging and monitoring controls are in place to enable recording of relevant events and alerts.

**REFERENCES:**

- CKTECKNP1 Network Security Standards
- CKTECKNP2 Wireless Security Standards
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- CKTECKNP3 Firewall Standards
- CKTECKNP4 Remote Access Standards
- CKTECKNP5 Authentication and Authorization Standards
- CKTECKNP6 Role Based Access Control Standards
- CKTECKNP7 Encryption Mechanisms (WEP, WPA1, WPA2, End to End Encryption)

3.4 Task Descriptions For Future Students On (1) Network Security Risks Analysis (2) Network Security Policy

This section covers the information related to the tasks descriptions for the students. The students can read overall case study description and then they can accept tasks as challenges. Students can find solutions on the network security related tasks for the MNC and multi subsidiary Corporation CKTECK and similar Organizations. Students have to do two basic tasks.

1. To do Network security risk analysis in advanced technologies (Cloud Networking, BYOD Networking & Social Media Networking) on the network infrastructure at CKTECK Corporation.

2. To find solutions on tasks related to basic network security of CKTECK Corporation.

3.4.1 Tasks on Network Security related risks, vulnerabilities and threats in CKTECK’s Advanced Network Infrastructure

In the first task, the students must find the overall network security related threats, vulnerabilities and risks in the network infrastructure of Corporation CKTECK. CKTECK provides Wireless network access too for its several employees. After finding minimum 20 risks in each technology (MPLS Networking connectivity, BYOD Networking, Cloud Networking and Social Media Networking), the next task is to find at least 3 countermeasures for each risk.

Task 1 Guidelines have been listed below.

- It must be clear that the risks should be related to the network security only.
- It is clearly shown that CKTECK's network infrastructure consists of BYOD networking, Cloud Networking and Social Media Networking.
- The Network Infrastructure of CKTECK is connected behind the MPLS (Multi Protocol Label Switching) connectivity style, which itself is a kind of advanced and modern style of network connectivity. In MPLS, in the case of a static route that points to an interface, the CE(Customer Edge) router doesn't need to know any IP addresses of the core network or even of the...
PE (Provider Edge) router. This has the disadvantage of needing a more extensive (static) configuration, but is the most secure option. In this case, it is also possible to configure packet filters on the PE interface to deny any packet to the PE interface. This protects the router and the whole core from attack. In all other cases, each CE router needs to know at least the router ID (RID, i.e., peer IP address) of the PE router in the core, and thus has a potential destination for an attack. One could imagine various attacks on various services running on a router. In practice, access to the PE router over the CE-PE interface can be limited to the required routing protocol by using access control lists (ACLs). This limits the point of attack to one routing protocol, for example, BGP (Border Gateway Protocol). A potential attack could be to send an extensive number of routes, or to flood the PE router with routing updates. Both could lead to a DoS (Denial Of Service), however not to unauthorised access.

- Bringing your own devices at job is very common and provides flexible features but can anyone imagine how can this technology can harm the overall network?
- Cloud VPN is also using by several organizations but if not used carefully, it could harm the network of any Corporation.
- Social media is an attractive technology but we need to know that how can it destroy the network devices and can provide loss for the organizations?
- What technique should be followed by the network or system administrator to avoid or protect the overall network architecture from the risk of Misconfigurations?
- What technique should be followed to minimize the risk of "internal" attacks and What type of standard mechanism followed by the organization to face such risks?
- What you will do if we give 12 days to you for network security at CKTECK? For instance you can
  1. Focus on real threats rather than theoretical threats
  2. Focus on finding recently happened network security related incidents
  3. What have been applied after occurring those network security incidents and so on
- Natural Disasters and Physical Security breaches are also big problems itself on the network infrastructure of CKTECK. Students can also find how can it be? What are risks of these problems on the network infrastructure at CKTECK?
- The threats, vulnerabilities and risks picturization is very clear. We are living in modern networked society. In these days, several advanced problems and security related issues have been faced by several Corporations. It is must that the students need to find advanced risks and problems by 2012 and 2013 related to network security only. The students can find advanced security related concerns and issues in for instance related to botnets, advanced malwares, advanced network attacks, network worms, Advance forms of Trojans and rootkits, bluetooth and wifi attacks and so on.
- Students need to find countermeasures for the maintenance of network security at CKTECK. Some of the protection schemes are encryption, network access controls, authentication, and
authorization etc. Students can find advanced forms and versions of theses security preven-
tions which are used in these days.

- Students can work in group of 3. Students can define their work on individual what they have
commited in the whole report. Students can find real examples of risks from organizational
surveys. They can make report of 10 to 12 pages maximum with the following sections.

1. Abstract
2. Introduction
3. Goal and Scope of Report
4. Network Security Risk Analysis and To Find network security related countermeasures for
each risk
5. Conclusions and Findings
6. References

- Students can take help from SANS, ISO 27001, ISACA, IEEE Xplore, ACM, Springer Link,
Science Direct, CISCO and many more.

- Do your job as a designation of Network Analyst for an international multi subsidiary Organi-
zation CKTECK. You are hired and the Organization needs your best efforts and approaches.

### 3.4.2 Tasks on Network Security Policy

Having Network Security Policy is important for Organizations but the most important thing is
to implement and follow that policy in a right and an appropriate manner. It is responsibility of
related persons in any organization to take care of such kind of policy. The basic network policy
has been shown in Section 3.3. In 2nd Task the students need to find some solutions for the
following questions. The questions are listed below:

1. As a job designation of Network Security Administrator in CKTECK, you need to define your
efforts in following areas:

   - How can you establish and enforce policy for transmission of confidential information
     over the network?
   - What kind of different techniques you will follow and how? List any three of them.
   - Describe at what level your protection mechanisms are secure?

2. As a network Administrator how will you setup secure servers, routers, switches and other
network related devices under the network security policy of CKTECK Corporation. You can
also develop password security policy mechanisms for the more security. List some password
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management schemes in case of BYOD, Cloud and Social Media network connectivity and explain them.

3. What kind of Network Security related education and training is important for employees in CKTECK? Are these kind of trainings are really important, explain How? What important things should be covered in such type of trainings?

4. As a network Administrator, How will you provide different kind of access control mechanisms for CKTECK's network. You can tell that how will CKTECK's network could be saved from third party access? Describe at which level third parties are allowed to access the CKTECK's network and for which services and purposes?

5. If there is any case of Natural Disasters, what is your role for CKTECK to recover the whole network? What are your pre, during and post plans for network incidents at CKTECK? Describe those plans in following areas:

   - CKTECK's Business Continuity plans in case of network failures
   - CKTECK's Disaster Recovery plans in case of natural disasters
   - CKTECK's Data Backup plans in case of any failure in network

Task 2 Guidelines

You can describe what best efforts you will do for all this. What are your plans and recommendations in such cases described above? Try to describe how will you be responsible for handling such kind of problems.

Students can perform these tasks at individual level. They need to answer at least 2 questions. They need to list what will they do? How will they do? Students should list their findings in a smart report of 8 top 15 pages as a main document. The report can describe:

1. Abstract
2. The Questions which have chosen by students
3. The solutions for the Questions and how they find it?
4. What the students had learned from all this as a conclusion?
5. References used for finding solutions
4 Solutions Material for the Students

This chapter will work as providing the solutions material for the task descriptions described in Section 3.4 for the students. It will provide information on the (1) Solution Material For Network Security Related Threats, Vulnerabilities, Risks and Possible Countermeasures in BYOD, CLOUD & Social Media Networking at CKTECK’s Network Infrastructure (2) Solution Material For Network Security Policy related tasks. This Chapter is divided into three subsections which have shown below. Section 4.1 & Section 4.2 is related to solution material for the tasks related to Network Security Risk Analysis & its possible countermeasures. Section 4.3 will provide some solutions or training material for the tasks which are related to network security policy in CKTECK.

1. Section 4.1 is about Network Security Related Risks, Vulnerabilities and Threats in CKTECK Network Infrastructure (In Advanced Cloud, BYOD and Social Media Networking).
2. Section 4.2 is about the Possible Countermeasures for maintain the Network Security Related Risks, Vulnerabilities and Threats in CKTECK Network Infrastructure.
3. Section 4.3 is about some hints for finding solutions material related to the Network Security Policy related tasks.

4.1 Network Security Related Issues In Advanced BYOD, Cloud and Social Media Networking at CKTECK’s Network Infrastructure

This section is about advanced network security related problems (In advanced BYOD, Cloud and Social Media Networking) that concerns with the network security at CKTECK’s network Infrastructure.

4.1.1 BYOD Network Security Related Issues In CKTECK Network Infrastructure

CKTECK is an advanced corporation with advance network services and their appropriate technologies. The risks related to BYOD networking security in CKTECK has been listed and explained and shown below. Figure 25 is related to the BYOD Network Security related risks, vulnerabilities and threats in CKTECK.

1. Risks related to Malware

Malware are the malicious programs and these can be categorized in different forms as described in [49]. First malware type is Trojan horse, and by this the malicious program the attacker can gain control on the mobile phone. The attacker can also gather secret, sensitive and important
information. Malware can spread worms, viruses [50] into the whole network of CKTECK. Trojan is very harmful and can be used for phishing activity. For instance “any false banking transaction can gather information. For example, a recent attack that clearly targets end-users is to deploy malware that encrypts their data, and then use this as a basis for extorting money from them” [49].

- **(a) Botnet:** It is a new type of attack. These type of attacks can do bad activities like spamming or denial of service attacks. The example of botnet for mobile devices is waledac [49]. “Waledac uses SMS and MMS messages to exchange the data between nodes, therefore enabling the botnet to remain active even if the nodes are not connected to internet” [49]. Another recent Bot in smart phones are Zeus Bot [71]. Zeus Bot is specially designed for financial crime. It could affect the CKTECK’s financial department. It is a network related risk and can collect the configurations and can collect transactions and personal information [71]. Zeus in the mobiles can steal financial data of CKTECK from personal accounts. It can affect the CKTECK’s network performance and can destroy the networking functions at CKTECK.

- **(b) Worm:** It is a malicious code which is self-replicating for mobiles, Cabir is the one of the best example of worm types. Another example is Ikee.B which is used to steal financial
sensitive data from the iPhones. Ike worm [71] on iPhones can steal ssh by default. It is
a type of password vulnerability which can be distributed on the whole CKTECK’s network.
Another latest and advanced worm which can be propagated into CKTECK’s network is SQL
slammer [70]. It is traditional worm which can destroy network servers of the corporation by
using internet

• (c) Rootkit: Rootkits are the malicious activities which can gain rights in the privileged mode.
It is an emerging threat to the mobile users. [49]. CKTECK’s network security can be compro-
mised by this.

• (d) Virus: Viruses continue to spring up from untrusted market place applications [98]. Viruses
are common in mobile phones due to internet over the mobiles phones. Even viruses are at-
tached with emails and can spread in software by opening it. Trojan Genimi [71] is a recent
threat in mobile phones. It can intercept inbound SMS, send SMS, restart packages, Access
GPS locations, access browsers history and so on.

• (e) Spyware: This is also an dangerous threat to the smart phones. As from [97] spyware
collects personal information likes location text message history over a period of time. With
this, the attacker has gain physical access to the device. He/she can install software without
user’s knowledge. “Spyware has risen to become one of the most prominent threats of recent
years [50], with IDC analysts predicting the market for anti-spyware products will grow from
$12 million in 2003 to $305 million by 2008” [50]. It can infect the whole network of CKTECK
and can make ham to the overall corporation’s security. Recent example is Mac Spyware,
described in [94]

2. Risk of Man in the middle attack:
Such type of attacks are common threats to the smart phones. For instance, when we use inter-
net in café bars, airport, and other public areas in which we don’t need to use username and
password. So in that condition anyone can hack the device and can access or steal our impor-
tant information [99]. Because CKTECK’s employees are allowed to use mobiles at their jobs
therefore if the device is defected then it can destroy and make harm the corporation’s data.

3. Risk of SMS Attacks:
It means if we click on the special crafted message, the malware can spread on phone and gain
full control. It is very easy method to infect the phone. [99]. CKTECK’s employees can be victim
of this attack. It can harm the networking processes in CKTECK too.

4. Risk of Replay Attacks:
It is the type of network attack in which transmission of data is repeated by the fraud [100].
5. Risk of Smishing:
It means short text messaging on phishing attacks. Smishing use text messages to impress victims a fake bank or credit card company. When the customer calls the texted number then it records customers account number and password by cheating. [99]

6. Risk of Open Hotspots:
Many owners of smart phones create instant hot spot so that their smart phones get online but by this hacker may be get gain to our connection and further communications. [99]. Wi fi Hijacking [99] is a related threat, when the employee of any company enters into open hotspot then by the attackers it is possible to steal secret information on the device. Information could be personal or CKTECK's emails credit card information etc. Smart devices can be compromised with malwares or viruses infection. When again these devices will enter and connect to CKTECK's personal network then it can affect the whole network.

7. Risk of Baseband Hacking:
It is a method by which an attacker can easily intercept the cellular calls at CKTECK, basically in this technique in which vulnerabilities exploits is in the chips and firmware which are used in the iPhones and Android-based smart phones. By the help of such kind of attacks, the attacker can easily eavesdrop on the conversations at CKTECK. They can use the phone's baseband processor to turn it into a listening device. The attacker should have can create a false or artificial network towers [99]. It can breach the CKTECK's network and can compromise network security at CKTECK.

8. Risk of Hidden URLs:
Whenever we are discussing about the hidden URL's first of all need to more concentrate over the text messages, there is a service such as Bit.ly. Which make Facebook and tweeter URL's shorter. By taking the advantage from shortened URL's are being used to hide malicious sites and software, leading surfers astray to porn sites, spam pages and worse [99]. These malicious sites can infect the network of CKTECK and can result in financial and reputation loss too.

9. Risk of The One-Minute Attack:
The meaning of this type of attack is simple. In this the attacker gains advantage from the smart phones always on nature. In this the attacker attack quickly and then easily get out from it without the knowledge of user of CKTECK. It can work If the user at CKTECK hasn't awareness about the attack. “That's the idea behind Android.Spyware.GoneSixty.Gen , recently discovered by Bit defender. When once it is installed on a phone, then it sends all messages, recent calls, browsing history and other information to a remote location and then uninstalls itself. All this takes place in less than 60 seconds." [99]. It can spread infections into CKTECK network and can steal data. Hence network security of CKTECK can be compromised.
10. Risk of Message Forwarding
In this type of technique the attacker can easily get access by guessing the weak passwords such as childhood address, pets name, wife first name, elder son name and so on. There was an Example, Florida man got hold of those compromising pictures of Scarlett Johansson. A weak password based on some personal information can make possibility for a hacker to hac into the Hollywood star’s email account and then set it to automatically forward all incoming and outgoing emails to him. Researchers say hackers are now focusing on using the same technique to hack into smart phones in order to extract important corporate data and industrial secrets. This could be occurred in CKTECK too.

11. Risk of Eavesdropping
This is threat in which someone listens into the conversation or data steal secret information by using CKTECK’s network. A 3G call can also be eavesdropped as described in “if connected to a GSM base station and an encrypted 3G call can be recorded and decrypted later after intercepting a 2G call on the same handset, because of a known key vulnerability”

12. USB and other peripherals risks to Corporation CKTECK’s network
Mobile devices or other personal devices could be compromised by using other connections, like widely spread USB. When the software used to synchronize the mobile device or any other personal device is compromised, then the attacker can access private information and install malicious applications on the devices. When these devices will connect to CKTECK’s network and other devices at CKTECK Network, then it can destroy other device’s data at CKTECK’s network. Moreover it can affect the network security of CKTECK Corporation.

13. Bluetooth attacks:
Bluetooth can spread malware from one device to another device of different employees. It can inject CKTECK’s networks by spreading malicious codes and applications. It will result in slow network processing, network infection, bad network performance and bandwidth, network crash, stop network’s function and so on. When two devices are in range, the compromised device pairs with its target by using default Bluetooth passwords. Bluetooth snooping attack comes under Bluetooth attacks. Bluetooth device-pairing default passcodes for smartphones are usually "0000" or "1234." Many users never change the defaults. By this an attacker can crash the devices by using Bluetooth signaling. It can also affect the CKTECK’s network infrastructure.

14. Wi Fi Attacks:
These are emerged due to the wireless network. There are several wi fi related attacks which can harm the CKTECK Corporation’s wireless network for example Identity theft attacks, Man in the middle Attacks, Caffe Latte Attacks, Denial of Service attacks, network injection attacks and
4.1.2  Cloud Network Security Related Issues In CKTECK Network Infrastructure

Cloud technology is a part of whole CKTECK Corporation. Advanced technology cloud is also susceptible to several network related risks in the whole organization. Hence the risks related to network security of CKTECK in cloud has been listed and explained below. Ideas have taken from [23], [24], [30], [35], [36]. The risks are under the three layers in the cloud network. Table 2 shows the cloud networking Problems and issues in CKTECK’s network Infrastructure. According to the author in [31], there are several security and availability issues as recent incidents at the major public cloud provider Amazon Web Services.

1. Risk of insufficient networking environment for unauthorized changes
If the employees are unknown or careless or not able to do design and maintain the proper sufficient networking environment in cloud network then there is always a risk to the whole network of CKTECK.

2. Risk of insufficient implementation of best security policies for the installation and configuring the cloud network
CKTECK’s network infrastructure and its services are under risk in this condition too.

3. Risk of ensuring the CIA
(Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability) of CKTECK’s cloud network and the data in the transits to and from a public cloud provider

4. Risk of ensuring proper access control
like AAA (Authentication, Authorization, and Auditing) to the resources which are used at the CKTECK’s public cloud provider

5. Risk of the availability of the internet related resources in a public cloud which is used by CKTECK
which can lead in making harm to the entire CKTECK’s network infrastructure by leaking company’s information.

6. Risk of replacing the established model of the CKTECK network zones and tiers with domains of the whole CKTECK Corporation
is itself a big risk. It is because when technology changes.
### Table 2: CKTECK’s Cloud Network Security related risks in different layers of cloud

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. no</th>
<th>Service level cloud network</th>
<th>Layers of cloud network system</th>
<th>Users at different layers</th>
<th>Risks related to Network Security In Separate layers of CKTECK’s Cloud Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Application Level</td>
<td>SaaS (Software as a service)</td>
<td>End Users</td>
<td>- Risk of impersonation attack in CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Risk of session hijacking attack in CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Risk of interruption of CTA and AAA services related to CKTECK network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Risk of unavailability of internet resources in CKTECK network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Risk of breaches in privacy of data in the CKTECK network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Risk of phishing attack in CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Risk of Zeus Trojan botnet attack in CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- CKTECK’s Virtualization vulnerabilities risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Dos and DDoS risk in CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- IP spoofing in CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- ARP spoofing in CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- DNS poisoning in CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Session hijacking attack in CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Risk of SQL and OS injection at CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- CKTECK’s SSL, certificates spoofing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- CKTECK’s Browser cache attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Zombie attacks at CKTECK’s network due to insecure browsers and API’s vulnerabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Metadata spoofing attack at CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Backdoor channel attacks risk at CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Side channel attack risks at CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- CKTECK’s network’s Port scanning attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Virtual Level</td>
<td>PaaS (Platform as a service)</td>
<td>Developers</td>
<td>- Risk of Impersonation at CKTECK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Risk of DDoS attack at CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Risk of DDoS attack at CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Risk of programming bugs at CKTECK’S CLOUD network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- CKTECK’S Connection flooding risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Communication errors risks at CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Side channel attacks at CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Backdoor channel attacks at CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Risk of software modification at CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Physical Level</td>
<td>IaaS and native data (Infrastructure as a service)</td>
<td>CKTECK infrastructure users</td>
<td>- Risk of theft of cloud hardware in CKTECK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Risk of all networking attacks at CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Risk of interruption of CKTECK’s hardware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Risk of CKTECK’s hardware malfunctioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Risk of theft of hardware by insiders of CKTECK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Risk of modification of cloud networking hardware by malicious CKTECK’s insiders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Risk of natural disasters at CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- DDoS attack at CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Risk of poorly configured virtual machines at CKTECK’s network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Risk of poorly designed and configured CKTECK cloud network design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Risk of insecure implementation in CKTECK network infrastructure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. **Risk of phishing attack by hackers**
which can steal the secret credentials of the organization CKTECK.

8. **Risk of improperly configured Virtual Machines**
which can give chance to the attackers to get access to the host machines of the CKTECK.

9. **Risk of Zeus botnet Trojan**
can affect the availability of network related services in CKTECK.

10. **Risk of Denial of service attack**
can also affect the entire network. It could make the CKTECK’s network unavailable. Denial of service attack is when attacker can cause unavailability of network service by attacking to a single server. It can also affect other related network related services. With this attack the servers are not able to perform its tasks.

11. **Risk of getting control on the guest operating system of CKTECK by an attacker**
because operating system virtualization has multiple guests running according to the configuration criteria of the cloud network.

12. **Risk of cloud computing virtualization vulnerabilities**
It can compromise the entire control of guest operating system of CKTECK. An attacker can perform cross VM side channel attacks and denial of service attacks.

13. **Risk in virtual layer in cloud**
can be very harmful for the CKTECK because the attacker can modify the installed hypervisor and can gain the control on the hosts of CKTECK.

14. **Risk of man in the middle attack**
in cloud network could be harmful for the entire organization’s network. Man in the middle means when the attacker is able to access the data communication of CKTECK’s network among the data centers. It could be performed by using internet protocols. Some other similar related risks are

- IP spoofing
- ARP spoofing
- DNS positioning
15. Risk of HTTP weakness of cloud network  
   can be victim of “session hijacking” and “session riding” attacks at CKTECK.

16. Risk of unauthorized access to CKTECK’s data  
because of there is higher number of administrators and users available in cloud network.

17. Risk of cloud network vulnerabilities  
like SQL injection, Operating System injection. Attackers can disclose application components of CKTECK by using this. It could be happen due to the reason of defective design and architecture of the applications of network infrastructure.

18. Risk of cloud vulnerabilities in browser and APIs  
It can result in SSL certificates spoofing, browser cache attacks on the mail accounts of the CKTECK Corporation. Insecure APIs can also affect the availability and the security of the CKTECK’s network and its services.

19. Risk of Zombie attack can be very harmful for the overall network and service of CKTECK  
It can flood the network by sending requests from the innocent hosts in the network. These hosts are called “Zombies”. An attacker can flood large number of zombies. It can affect the behavior and availability of the cloud services in CKTECK network infrastructure. Cloud network could be overloaded by denial of service (Dos) and distributed denial of service (DDos) to the servers of CKTECK. Distributed denial of service attack is when the whole cloud network system got full loss and is not able to handle any service request. DDos is an advanced form of Dos attack.

20. Risk of metadata spoofing attack  
It is when the attacker is able to change the WSDL. WSDL is the web services description language in any organization. By this the attacker is able to interrupt the service innovation code from WSDL file at the delivering time.

21. Risk of phishing attack  
is very harmful for the entire CKTECK. It can redirect a user into a false link for getting sensitive data. It can hijack accounts and other services of cloud network of CKTECK.

22. Risk of backdoor channel attacks  
can compromise the virtual machines can affect the availability of the private data of the CKTECK.
23. Risk of Ports Scanning is very dangerous risk for entire cloud network of CKTECK

Port scans are continuously used by both worms and human attackers to probe for vulnerabilities in Internet facing systems [73]. Attackers perform port scan attacks because they want to enter in the system [74]. To understand the systems, to steal secret information, to do malicious activities with the systems and so on can be the main goals of the attackers.

“A port scan is an attempt by the attacker to find out open (possibly vulnerable) ports on a victim machine. The attacker decides to invade the victim, through a vulnerable port, on the basis of the response to a port scan. These port scans are usually very fast and hence an attacker can take control of a major proportion of the vulnerable machines on the Internet in a small amount of time [75]”

24. Risk of impersonation attack

(By this attack the integrity can be compromised. It can be done by obtaining unauthorized access to a wireless network and its devices [8]) on CKTECK’S network.

25. Risk of Theft of cloud hardware

It could be possible in CKTECK by employees or others.

26. Risk of misuse of cloud hardware and modification of cloud hardware by harmful CKTECK’s insiders

can also happen in the CKTECK Corporation.

27. Risk of natural disasters to the cloud hardware and entire cloud network system at CKTECK

can destroy the whole network of CKTECK

28. Risk of interruption of cloud hardware in the CKTECK organization

can lead problems for CKTECK’s network.

4.1.3 Social Media Network Security Related Issues In CKTECK Network Infrastructure

Social media networking services are considered as advanced technologies in CKTECK network system. Facebook, Linkedin, Twitter ate three commonly used networking sites by the employees of CKTECK organization. Therefore risks in social media networking on entire CKTECK’s network and platform have been listed and described as following [86] [90] [91] [92] [95]. These risks have been shown clearly in Figure 26.
Figure 26: Network Security related issues in Social Media Networking in CKTECK’s Network Infrastructure

1. **Risk of impersonation attack on CKTECK organization**
   can create false user profile by compromising the network communication. It could be in the form of falsifying username, personality, gender, age. Social networking sites are susceptible for this type of attack.

2. **Risk of message manipulation attack in CKTECK**
   Social networking sites like face book and twitter can cause this attack on CKTECK enterprise by compromising its network communication. It can result in spreading malicious rumors, false propaganda.
3. XSS (Cross site scripting attack) on CKTECK
It can cause by using face book in the enterprise. It can result in launching of self propagating spams and worms in the entire network. CKTECK employees are using mobile face book which have vulnerability of insecure API by insufficient javascript validation. XSS is also possible when the web browsers of systems in CKTECK execute malicious codes. After that it can steal personal information of users, it can also launch attack against third party by the employees side without their knowledge.

4. Risk of Spreading viruses and worms to the whole network of CKTECK
is always present in case of using face book and twitter social networking sites. Malware affected systems make malicious to other connected systems. And as an advanced organization CKTECK is using internet related services in entire network. Malware can also steal money. It can send expensive messages and can turn CKTECK's devices into mini botnets.

5. Risk of Facebot and related attacks
can affect the network performance of CKTECK. It can target the servers of the entire CKTECK network by flooding it.

6. Risk of Dos and DDos attacks
is very harmful. It can harm the working process of the network of CKTECK by flooding the network. It can degrade the network performance.

7. Risk of CSRF Attack
Cross site request forgery attacks can force users of CKTECK to install malicious applications on the network and it can result in network exploits. It can cause the authenticated browsers too. It can compromise the users data, entire network communication and the servers of CKTECK.

8. Risk of Phishing attack
is also there in CKTECK while using face book. It can send phishing messages on the organization's network. It can obtain login details, accounts and then send malicious messages to other devices on the network.

9. Linejacking attack risk
is always possible while using social networking sites. When the user or any employee of CKTECK click on invisible malicious link then the attacker can spread and identify malware mechanism. It can propagate harmful worms in organization's network and can exploit in network communications and integrity of data.
10. **Risk of diminishing CKTECK network’s bandwidth**

could be possible by using social networking sites. It is because social networking sites consume more bandwidth by video conferencing, videos watching on you tube for example. Hence it can degrade the overall network performance.

11. **Risk of spreading flashback Trojan**

while using smart phone with social networking sites is possible in the CKTECK. Flashback Trojan is designed for operating system platform of mobile devices. It can affect the OS platform and other network devices which are connected via a common network in the enterprise CKTECK.

12. **MAC Spyware Risk**

This spyware comes from java file and can operate at kernel level. Social networking sites are capable of producing this type of risk in the CKTECK. It can intercept mouse movements, instant messages communications, compromise video calls, open webcam, open backdoors in the CKTECK enterprise.

13. **Risk of Spear Phishing Attack**

is also possible on the CKTECK network while using social networking sites. This attack is victim of spreading RAT’s (Remote Access Trojans) over the entire network of CKTECK. It can penetrate the cryptographic procedures.

14 **Risk of Brute Force Attack**

By using social networking sites the employees of CKTECK are in under this risk. It can gain insufficient control on the authentication control. It can also compromise the systems of the entire organization.

15. **Risk of information leakage**

is possible with the use of social media. It can inject the CKTECK network and network devices with injection attacks like XML attacks. Hence the secret information can be leaked to attackers.

16. **Risk of Automation attacks**

can be there in place by the use of social networking sites in CKTECK It can run the automated generated queries can retrieve large amount of data on the CKTECK’s network.
4.2 Possible Countermeasures for Network Security Related Issues In Advanced BYOD, Cloud and Social Media Networking at CKTECK’s Network Infrastructure

This section is about countermeasures for network security related problems (In advanced BYOD, Cloud and Social Media Networking) that concerns with the network security at CKTECK’s network infrastructure, which have been described in the previous Section 4.1.

4.2.1 Possible Countermeasures against BYOD Network Security Related Issues In CKTECK Network Infrastructure

For CKTECK’s BYOD Networking Related Risks, some of the countermeasures have been listed below. Ideas Have been taken from [69], [71], [53], [56], [53], [54], [9], [98], [8]. The ideas for several countermeasures are found from A B C D also to some extent.

1 Advanced Malwares

- Use of NAC(Network Access Control) mechanisms which provides automatic intrusion detection and prevention, anti viruses, anti malware, anti spyware protection etc to the smart devices at CKTECK.
- Use of updated antivirus in CKTECK’s devices.
- Use of smart security software solutions for automatic blocking of infectious applications from outside network.
- Strong encryption mechanisms on CKTECK’s email system.
- Hardening the CKTECK’s devices firewalls, ports, services, users and groups.
- To do Centralized management system of CKTECK’s smart device firewalls so that it can’t be visible to the internet and the attacker.

2 Man In The Middle

- Use of wireless IDS and IPS.
- Use of strong encryption mechanisms on CKTECK’s network.
- Use of Hashing MAC(Message Authentication Codes), to secure CKTECK’s network
- Secure Guest network access of CKTECK’s network.
3 SMS Attacks

- Apply encryption mechanisms on CKTECK’s smart devices memory and storage.
- Use of smart security software solutions which automatically can detect and block the bad applications.
- Apply encryption on CKTECK’s email system.
- Restrict employees of CKTECK for applications downloading.

4 Replay Attacks

- Use of device authentication mechanisms.
- VOIP traffic at CKTECK must be encrypted.
- Wi Fi Traffic at CKTECK must be encrypted.
- User can't bypass VPN, it should be secure enough.

5 Smishing Attack

- Provide Education and training to CKTECK’s employees
- Train them by giving awareness programs regarding network related threats and harm effects of these threats.
- Encryption mechanism on CKTECK’s email system.

6 Open Hotspots

- Network Security training, education and awareness.
- Disabling Wi Fi options when devices are outside from CKTECK.
- Device encryption mechanisms.
- Strong Passwords mechanisms.
- Smart solutions for automatic detection of malwares and other harmful applications from outside.
7 Baseband Hacking
Use of BYOD NAC(Network Access Control) solutions, which provides

- Limited Access Zones.
- Support wired and wireless LAN.
- Limit Access according to user’s role.
- Provides SSL VPN
- Restricts Access to unknown applications and data.
- VOIP and Wi Fi traffic encryption.

8 Hidden URL’s

- Awareness, Training and Education to CKTECK’s employees
- Security related guidance to CKTECK’s Employees.
- Instruct and teach strictly not to click on any links while using social media.
- Use of mobile device management tools.
- Restriction on Applications downloading.

9 One Minute Attack

- Mobile Device Management Tools.
- NAC Mechanisms Tools.
- SSL VPN.
- Two way Authentication.
- Restriction on application downloading.

10 Message Forwarding

- Device Level Encryption Protection to protect data at OS level.
- Restriction of residing sensitive data at rest on the mobile devices.
- Treat mobile device as GUI dump terminal and then traffic encryption.
• Encryption on CKTECK’s email system.

11 Eavesdropping

• VOIP Encryption
• Role Based Access Control Mechanisms
• Wi-Fi Encryption Mechanisms

12 USB and Peripherals

• Data Permission and Access is aligned within the data classification.
• Two Way authentication Factor.
• Strong password and should be expires in a limited time.
• Data accessibility and permissions should be within job functions and data classification.

13 Bluetooth Attacks

• Strong Encryption Techniques.
• Strong bluetooth passwords.
• Disabling bluetooth options to anyone.
• Devices bluetooth should be off. It should be on according to employee’s request.

14 Wi-Fi Attacks

• Hide and Change CKTECK’s Network SSID
• Strong end to end Encryption WPA1 and WPA2.
• There should be strong password for CKTECK’s Wi-Fi Router Admin.
• To Enable CKTECK’S router Firewall.
• Use of SSID (Service Set Identifier) hiding process.
• Use of Static IP Addressing
• Use of WEP (Wired Equivalence Privacy)
• Use of MAC ID Filtering, Means to only allow access from known pre-approved MAC addresses
• Disable auto connect option.
• To give instructions to CKTECK’s employees not to use open hotspots.
• For remote access at CKTECK, there should be use of VPN or IPSEC.
• There should be WPA2 protection scheme or better for CKTECK’s network to maintain network security.
• Use of Network Access Control rules for maintaining better network security at CKTECK.
• Use of Smart cards, USB tokens, and software tokens
• Use of WIPS and WIDS (Wireless Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems)
• Use of Access Control Policies like Role Based Access Control policies at CKTECK network infrastructure which includes Allow some applications to users for instance emails, calendar, contracts etc. It also includes to block access to CKTECK’s intellectual property and data.

4.2.2 Possible Countermeasures against CLOUD Network Security Related Issues In CKTECK Network Infrastructure

For CKTECK’s CLOUD’s Networking Related Risks, some of the countermeasures have been listed below. Ideas have been taken from [18] [14] [20] [22] [24] [28] [35] [36] [37] [76] [40]. Moreover interview questions answers A B C D also helped in finding countermeasures.

1 Risk of Insufficient Networking Environment of cloud in CKTECK

• CKTECK should implement best practices for network installation and configuration.

2 Risk regarding insufficient implementation of best security policies

• Best practices and network security policies for the security of CKTECK network security should be implemented, configured and installed.
• Vulnerability Scanning and configuration audits
• Service level agreements should be there for patching and vulnerability remediation.
3 Risk of ensuring proper CIA

- Internet availability should be essential for cloud network’s availability.
- There should be Role based Access Control Mechanisms
- Authentication and Authorization Mechanisms
- Two factor Authentication Mechanisms
- Encryption Mechanisms at several branches of CKTECK

4 Risk of improper Access Control

- There should be use of network level access controls

5 Risk of the availability of the internet related resources in a public cloud which is used by CKTECK

- There should be use of Network Intrusion detection systems and intrusion prevention systems.

6 Risk of replacing CKTECK’s established Network

- Updation of patches should be in proper and regular basis at CKTECK
- There should be security audit reviews
- Updations of network Level gateways, firewalls, NIDS, NIPS
- Updated antivirus should be used

7 Phishing

- Spam emails should be identified

8 Improper Configured VMs

- Virtual machines should be designed and configured in a proper way.
• Use of NIDS and NIPS
• An agent based business aware incident detection system for cloud environments can be used.

9 Zeus Botnet

• Use of latest antivirus and patches
• Use of NIDS, NIPS
• An agent based business aware incident detection system for cloud environments.

10 Denial of Service attack

• Use of network level access control mechanisms
• Use of NIDS, NIPS etc.
• An agent based business aware incident detection system for cloud environments.

11 Operating System Access by an attacker

• Role based Access Control Mechanisms should be used.
• Effective data classification schemes should be there.

12 Virtualization Vulnerability

• Use of Network level intrusion detection systems
• Use of cloud based IDS and IPS
• Use of secure hyper vision
• Activities at Hyper vision should be monitored properly
• Virtual Machine Isolation should required

13 Virtual Layer risks

• Use of Network Access Control Mechanisms
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- Use of NIDS and NIPS
- Use of proper SSL configuration schemes
- Data communication testing should be there between authorized parties

14 Man in the middle

- Use of IDS and IPS
- There should be strong two factor Authentication
- There should be prohibition of account sharing credentials between users and services
- There should be strong security policy and activity monitoring schemes

15 HTTP weakness

- Use of NIDS and NIPS
- Use of cloud based IDS and IPS
- VM images should be kept up to date with security patches

16 Unauthorized access

- Use of NAC mechanisms
- There should be proper strong authentication, authorization, accounting, control mechanisms for administrative access and operations

17 Cloud network Vulnerabilities

- For API, there should be followed of strong authentication mechanism with encryption.

18 API and browser's vulnerabilities

- Integrity checking modules should be updated and implemented
- There should be strong isolation between Virtual Machines
- Proper use of hashing mechanisms
• Web browsers and API's should be secured by using network security control mechanisms

19 Zombie attack

• Use of NIDS, NIPS
• Better Authentication
• Better Authorization

20 Metadata spoofing

• Strong authentication and authorization
• Applications should be kept in encrypted form

21 Phishing

• There should be proper identification of spam emails

22 Backdoor Channel Attack

• Better Authentication and authorization
• Strong isolation between Virtual Machine Images

23 Port Scanning

• Port Scan Mechanisms
• Network IDS and IPS
• Application Based, Host Based and Network based IPS and IDS
• Use of firewalls and gateways
24 Impersonation

- For identity security, there should use of strong authentication and authorization
- There should be strong passwords

25,26,28 Theft and misuse of cloud hardware

- Role based Access control Mechanisms
- Classification of information according to level of authority
- There should be proper job description, roles and responsibilities of each employee
- Restriction of security areas in CKTECK
- Strong Authentication
- End to End encryption

29 Natural Disasters

- Recovery can be done by backing procedures in virtual machines
- Recovery can be done by backing the templates on Virtual machines in cloud storage. It can be proceed by on demand during disaster recovery from the templates.
- Data storage on multiple locations
- Recovery and backup plans in advance
- Business continuity plans for cloud failure like redundancy and automation

4.2.3 Possible Countermeasures against Social Media Networking Security Related Issues In CKTECK Network Infrastructure

For CKTECK's SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKING Related Risks, some of the countermeasures have been listed below. Ideas have been taken from [89] [95] [92] [52]. Interviews A B C D were also helpful for finding countermeasures.

There are some common countermeasures and schemes which can help in maintaining the security from Social Media Networking threats, risks and vulnerabilities to some extent. The countermeasures for social media networking related threats and vulnerabilities have been shown in
the following Figure 27 and have explained further too.

![Diagram of Countermeasures for Social Media Networking threats, vulnerabilities and risks at CKTECK]

Figure 27: Security Mechanisms against Social Media Networking Problems and issues for CKTECK network Infrastructure

1. **Password Security Schemes**

   - Use of strong passwords
   - Use of different passwords at different sites
   - Use of different passwords for different accounts
   - Not write down password on a sheet near ur PC
   - Use of encrypted database for passwords storage
   - Change old passwords regularly
2. Good Security Programs Schemes

- Safe message handling technologies should be used
- Safe message handling technologies can mitigate phishing, XSS and CSRF attacks
- There should be good security practices and programs. For instance not to click on suspicious links, don’t answering the unknown emails, not to respond infectious messages, infectious messages should be disbarred, not to click on sites via a third party, visiting to sites directly which helps in mitigation of XSS attack.

3. Anti Malware Softwares Schemes

- It mitigates the phishing attack on network
- It mitigates the risk of damaging network and its bandwidth from viruses, spywares, botnets, facebots, malwares etc.
- It provides safety and security to users machines which may be compromised from the future attacks.
- It can mitigates the threats which are related to the integrity of the information
- Antivirus software should be updated time to time
- Use of firewalls, application gateways, IDS, IPS to protect the network from outside attacks.
- Use of content aware firewalls

4. Safe Browsing Schemes

- It protects the network from CSRF and XSS attacks related to network.
- It protects the network from automated attacks
- There should be installation of desktop firewalls
- There should use of Application firewalls, NIPS, Web content filters, Application Layer proxies
- There should be use of automated vulnerability scans mechanisms
- There should be proper review of manual codes
- There should be use of secure web gateways
5. Public Key Cryptography procedures

- It provides secure network connection and communication.
- It can be used with MAC (Message Authentication Codes).
- There should be used device level encryption mechanisms.

6. Identity and Access Management Schemes

- Use of Identity Servers which can confirm the authorized identity.
- Use of anonymous identifiers with cryptographic hashing procedures.
- While using Bluetooth or WiFi, there should be use of anonymous identifiers in between two devices.

7. Mobile device and other device management Mechanisms

- Individual Virtual Servers should be used for long term availability.
- Use of strong authentication and authorization schemes for mobiles.
- Biometrics with mobile devices can be used.

4.3 Solution Material For Network Security Policy related tasks

This section provides the hints for the solutions on tasks related to network security policy which have been described in Section 3.4.2. This is the solution hints for Task No. 4.

Task 4:
As a network Administrator, How will you provide different kind of access control mechanisms for CKTECK’s network. You can tell that how will CKTECK’s network could be saved from third party access? Describe at which level third parties are allowed to access the CKTECK’s network and for which services and purposes?

Solution Hints For Task 4:

1. Access Control Mechanisms are Several Authorization Mechanisms on the CKTECK network. Students can write about several authorization methods for instance role based, device au-
thorization, physical access control and so on. Student can divide the several areas according to public, private and sensitive zones. Students can implement plan for different roles for different authorities at CKTECK. Moreover they can apply mobile device management schemes on CKTECK’s network. Students can also implement proxy based internet and its services.

2. For the security of third party access students can apply role based access controls, physical access based controls. Bluetooth access controls, Network Access controls to the logs. Students can define their own structure and plan with the use of these techniques.

3. These are the hints for the solution, students can find solutions according to their wish and their own thoughts. Students are free to find and approach other related methods.

4. For making the report, students should make half page of abstract showing the overall job.

5. Introduction part of the report should explain the brief introduction for the overall process. It can include which questions students have chosen, why they have chosen the questions? Moreover they approached to solve these questions? It could be from 1 to 3 pages

6. Main part should include solutions for the questions and the methods used for it. It can include 5 to 8 pages.

7. Conclusions by the students should be mentioned after this including half page.

8. In the end, all the references should be listed used for the whole research.
5 CKTECK’s Network Security Management Concepts and Plans

This section is about, the network security related mechanisms. Network Security mechanisms [109] are the secure network designs. These are the network security related mechanisms, have been shown below:

- Authentication
- Authorization
- Accounting
- Encryption
- Application Security
- Web Security & Email Security
- Disaster Recovery & Business Continuity Planning
- Physical Security, Hot Swap to second site and Backup Procedure

The author have described these networking management concepts in such a way that the students can learn that what actually these are and then the students can proceed further on it in finding the solutions for List of Potential Projects [6.2]. In the chapter, there are some hints described by the author for the students, so that the students can take help from these hints to apply these mechanisms on CKTECK AG. This chapter will work as a hints and ideas for the solutions of List of Potential Projects [6.2]. The solution hints are followed from [109].

The students can apply these mechanisms on the several subsidiaries at CKTECK AG. In this way the students will be able to learn that how actually these network security mechanisms can be applied to design a secure network. Moreover this educational tool will help the students to learn from it and to proceed further projects in the future too.

5.1 Authentication

Authentication is the process in CKTECK AG is of claiming who is requesting network services at CKTECK. Authentication can be referred to authenticate the users, devices or the other services of the software at CKTECK. Authentication process at CKTECK can be achieved by using several
schemes:

- By implementing some routing protocols that support route authentication (a router must pass some criteria before another router accepts its routing updates)
- By using a valid login ID and password, that should be authenticated by a security server.
- By applying one time passwords schemes, authentication could be applied on the CKTECK’s Network. (Example for this is smart cards which is combination of pin and one time password)
- By applying two-factor authentication, which needs a user to have two proofs of identity. For instance access control system that needs a security card and a password. It is a better scheme. With the one proof only, the system can’t be compromised. The malicious persons need to compromise both proofs. We can say if any bad person find security card, he can’t compromise the system with the use of this card because he needs passwords too. In the same manner if the bad guy have only password, then he can’t do anything without the security card. Hence the security is depending on two proofs.
- By using digital certificates and the biometrics.
- By using strong firewalls
- By applying VPN authentication
- By applying ESA(Enhanced Subscriber Authentication) on BYOD
- By applying Packet Filtering Mechanisms

5.2 Authorization

The authentication is about who is accessing the network. The authorization is to grant privileges to processes and users at CKTECK. Authorization is the process of providing several access controls according to the designation and requirement of the employee. Authorization is applied so that a network security administrator can control several parts of a network (for example, directories and files on servers). Authorization can be different to several users. For instance Network Administrators at CKTECK should have different permissions and access controls. But a normal employee at CKTECK should not have permissions on all files. Authorization can be implemented at CKTECK’s network by implementing following concepts:

- Device-specific authorization should be implemented, in case of BYOD. Only approved devices should be allowed for office work. Private devices should be used in personal matters only.
- By providing different role based access controls to different positions of employees at CKTECK.
- Enabling of proxy based internet to normal employee at CKTECK in order to restrict from the use of social networking.
- Users at CKTECK should not have admin access on their machines.
- Wi-Fi and Bluetooth access should be disabled to many systems at CKTECK.
- VPN client should be allowed on BYOD, only allowed on authorized devices.
- If BYOD is allowed to managers then at some level for instance only in non-sensitive environments.
- By applying packet filtering.

5.3 Accounting

The main purpose of the term accounting at CKTECK AG is to analyze the security of CKTECK’s network and to respond to security incidents at CKTECK network. To maintain and establish the accounting procedures at CKTECK, some following questions should be answered:

- How to collect the information about network related activities?
- How Network at CKTECK can be designed with strict security policies?
- How to get information regarding audit data? that should be achieved by attempting the authentication and authorization by any person at CKTECK’s network.
- How to log the data of guest access to public servers and all attempts by users to change their access rights?
- How to collect the data regarding user and hostnames for login and logout attempts, and in case of changing in access rights?
- How to do monitoring of security incidents which network monitoring tools can be applied?

5.4 Encryption

Encryption is a security mechanism which have both encryption and decryption process. An encryption device can be used to encrypt the data at CKTECK’s network before placing it on a network. The data can be decrypted by device, which can decrypt the data at CKTECK’s network before passing it to any application. Data that is encrypted is called ciphered data (or simply encrypted data). Data that is not encrypted is called plain text or clear text. For implementing encryption mechanism on CKTECK’s network some following directions can be used:

- A router, server, end system, or dedicated device can be used as an encryption or decryption device.
- Encryption protocols can be implemented on CKTECK’s network for instance
  - PPTP
  - L2TP
  - IPSec
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- SSL
- Device level encryption can be applied on CKTECK's network
- All systems and office sites of CKTECK should be connected to the leased, secured and encrypted network lines.

The description of these protocols has been shown as:

**PPTP (Point-to-Point Tunneling Protocol):**
It supports CKTECK's VPN between Windows users. There is a disadvantage of it that it can't support encryption. In case of implementation of security measures it needs PPP(Point To Point Protocol). Moreover, PPTP is very fast and compatible with Linux and Mac users. It was developed by Microsoft.

**L2TP (Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol):**
it's also a tunneling protocol. It supports VPNs. It provides data confidentiality and data integrity. L2TP was developed by Microsoft and Cisco.

**IPsec protocol:**
It can be used for encryption with L2TP tunneling protocol. It provides security to the communications of Internet Protocol (IP). It can provide authentication and encryption to each IP packet of a data stream. Disadvantage is that it is expensive and having time consuming client installations.

**SSL (Secure Socket Layer):**
It can support VPN via https over web browser. SSL VPN doesn't need any software installed because it uses the web browser as the client application. SSL VPNs can provide the user's access. It can be restricted to specific applications instead of allowing access to the whole network. It can be considered important in VPN.

5.5 Application Security

Application Security can be referred as to find several vulnerabilities in the several applications which are running at CKTECK’s network. After that, to apply security schemes on it. For maintaining the CKTECK’s application security some schemes to be applied on CKTECK are listed as following

- By finding several network threats, vulnerabilities and countermeasures at CKTECK network according to advanced technologies BYOD, Cloud and Social Media.
- By doing Overall Risk Management on CKTECK's network according to ISO27001 Standards.
- By doing several security tests on CKTECK AG applications.
5.6 Web Security & Email Security

Web security at CKTECK is that how to maintain the security of CKTECK’s network infrastructure against web related cyber threats. Email security is to apply protection on the emails (incoming and outgoing) at CKTECK network from viruses and other malwares. For maintaining it, following ideas can be helpful:

- How to implement firewalls on CKTECK’s network behind DMZ and in place?
- How to apply antivirus? Which antivirus software is good and which could be harmful at CKTECK network?
- How to apply security against email spams and scams?
- In which ways the CKTECK’s emails and the network traffic can be monitored?
- How to disallow the CKTECK users for using unapproved software?
- How to provide necessary security related training and user awareness regarding this?

5.6.1 Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity Planning

Disaster recovery is how to recover the network after any disaster. Author in [52] says that

Disaster recovery mechanism (abbreviated to DRM) is one of the focuses in replication research fields. It helps us restore data after a disaster. Designing a right disaster recovery mechanism is an important and complex task. Although some A Fast Disaster Recovery Mechanism for Volume Replication Systems 733 mechanisms have been presented, e.g. full or difference disaster recovery mechanism, we still need to improve the recovery efficiency and to afford the trade-off between data loss and the efficiency. It is ideal to implement a fast disaster recovery mechanism with the minimal data loss.

Business continuity is to continue the all processes at CKTECK if any case of incidents. According to the author in [19]

The Business Continuity maintenance process is to ensure the restoration of the company’s functioning in the event of any unexpected or undesirable incident that could negatively affect the continuity of the critical business functions and their supporting elements, with a threat of losing the entire business.

Some schemes that can be applied for disaster recovery and business continuity planning are shown as follows:
• How the Remote access can be granted to critical users to work from home during disaster.
• How to maintain alternate sites for the business continuity in case of any security incident?
• How to access the third party with CKTECK’s network for providing emergency help in case of any failures?
• How to develop pre during and post incidents plans for CKTECK?

5.7 Physical Security, Hot Swap to second site and Backup Procedures

To limit the access to key network resources by keeping the resources behind a locked door and protected from natural and human-made disasters is the physical security for CKTECK AG's hardware resources. It protects a network so that nobody can misuse it. It can also protect the CKTECK's network from hackers, competitors, and terrorists walking in off the street and changing equipment configurations. In CKTECK, physical security can be implemented on core routers, demorcation points, cabling, modems, servers, hosts, backup storages etc. Backup plans are how to back the information if it is lost due to any reasons. Hot Swap [112] is to do replacement of any network device in case of failure of device, failure of storage device, and to substitute other data. For the maintenance of physical security, backup plans, hot swap etc. at CKTECK's network, the following guidelines can be helpful.

In case of physical security:

• How to make well guarded network?
• How to provide hardware access control methods in case of cloud hardware, other hardware at CKTECK and BYOD?
• Are CCTV cameras helpful? How to maintain it for CKTECK’s physical security?
• How to segregate sensitive, public, private and semi public areas? How to install RFIDs for the track moments of unauthorized device and person too? How to maintain security alarms in the CKTECK's buildings?
• How to provide Cleaning and checking of incoming hardware and dispatching of outgoing hardware at CKTECK?
• Which persons and which machines are allowed to bring at CKTECK?
• How to monitor CKTECK’s network 24 * 7? How to make possible CKTECK’s network in such way so that it can show the details of device which is connected it with in radius of 10 meters?
• How to close external ports of CKTECK network with BIOS level passwords?
• How to lock systems and how to install security for the doors at CKTECK?
In case of hot swap to second site:

- In which way the backup procedure for CKTECK can be maintained by additional hot seats at the each site?
- How to cater the data recovery and backup plans for CKTECK when need to move people from one to another site?
- How to create additional alternate sites of multiple offices at CKTECK?

In case of backup plans:

- How to ensure backup of CKTECK’s vital systems and other network components at CKTECK?
- How to ensure that internet services at CKTECK are taken from at least two service providers for the maximum redundancy?
- How to make backup of CKTECK’s data from the failure of BYOD devices, Cloud Hardware etc? If data is lost from any kind of trojan which have come from social networking site then how we can get it back?
- What could be several data loss prevention measures for the CKTECK’s network, including backup plans?
- How the data systems at CKTECK can be maintained for online backup 24 * 7 with all required redundancy?
6 Discussions And Future Work

6.1 About Interviews Discussions

6.1.1 First Interview’s Discussion

Type Of Interview : Skype Session, Video Conferencing
Name Of Interviewee : JatinderPreet Kaur, Head of Network Security at Verizon Communications, India
Name Of Interviewer : Mr Chetan Sharma, The Author of this thesis

During the interview session, the interviewer asked the questions related to advanced concepts of network security in the organizations. The author found the related information and gained some important knowledge related to advance networking concepts. Verizon Communication is a leading telecommunications based organization. Verizon Communications are using their VPN personal cloud network and the organization has several benefits of having personal VPN for example.

1. It Provides privacy to information being sent.
2. It Provides Safety of customer information.
3. It provides information of active employees
4. It provides productivity work trends of resources,
5. Only Authorized persons can connect to the network

Moreover they are personal VPN cloud network for the security purpose. If the cloud technology has positive results, then it also has some negative aspects and risks. For instance
1. Unstable internet connectivity which will cause frequent drop in VPN connectivity,
2. High latency will make connection too slow making it difficult for employees to work
3. No internet connectivity would result in no VPN connectivity

In case of BYOD, Verizon allow this only in case of non sensitive environments, which is good from the security point of view. Hence there are no bad effects of BYOD on network security at Verizon. With the use of BYOD, the VPN enabled network has no effect because the machines at Verizon, where VPN has installed, are secured. For the security purpose
1. All the external ports are disabled
2. There is no local storage
3. Bluetooth and Wi-Fi is also disabled

While discussion on network security policy, the main concepts are: authentication, monitoring & control of systems in network, dedicated network connectivity lines etc. In case of protection from advance malwares, viruses, worms and botnets, Verizon are using certified software, updated anti-viruses etc. According to their policy they are not allowing un authorized and un approved software in the organization. Moreover they are doing routine checkups for such kind of software. They filter their emails too from viruses.

For maintain the physical security, they have BIOS level passwords, which are known to only LAN team. Furthermore systems are locked and strapped for the security of system components. They have access control mechanisms. Verizon’s network is secure against any attack from outside environment. They have their own generated white list for the approved devices. If the device is not in the white list of the network they there is an alarm system to concerned person for the mitigation.

6.1.2 Second Interview’s Discussion

Type Of Interview : An Email Interview
Name Of Interviewee : Satish Das, CSO Chief Security Officer at Cognizant Technology Solutions, India
Name Of Interviewer : Mr Chetan Sharma, The Author of this thesis

While in an interview session with the CSO (Chief Security Officer at Cognizant) Mr. S. Das, the author found some real facts related to network infrastructure of the organisation. They are using public cloud by a third party which has some advantages and disadvantages. For instance.

1. It allows authorized resources to connect to company network from anywhere.
2. Resources can be allowed to work during travel.
3. Resources can be allowed to work from home minimizing company expenses towards office space fitments, furnishing, and electricity in other expenses.
4. It saves productive hours by minimizing travel to office.
5. It Provides secured connection.

By the use of public cloud they are facing some problems also which are slow internet, corruption of VPN clients, disruption of internet connection, some remote areas has no internet connection.
To maintain the security with third party they have some security controls which help for maintaining the network infrastructure security

1. Dual authentication on the network.
2. Dedicated servers.
5. Secure databases

They are allowing BYOD but only for mangers and their network is secured to detect, prevent any connection to unauthorized devices. For the security of BYOD they are not allowing VPN client on BYOD devices. VPN client is secured and installed only on the authorized devices. VPN client can’t be copied from the authorized device to another unauthorized device. Because all points of data leakage in the networks and systems are plugged. All network related risks are mitigated for VPN cloud environment.

They are maintaining the security policy as per ISO 27001. The network is secured by using.
1. Strong firewalls and Domains
2. VPN authentication.
3. ESA token based authentication
4. Antivirus control.
5. Monitoring of Email and network traffic from virus attack
6. Necessary education for the user for not forwarding chain emails within the organization.
7. Entire network is behind the DMZ.

Physical security in Cognizant is maintained in the following manner.
1. Well guarded 24*7
2. Access controlled systems.
3. CCTV cameras.
4. Segregation of public semipublic and private Zones.
5. Checking of incoming hardware for viruses.
6. Outgoing hardware is cleaned of any data on it before dispatch
7. Only authorized persons are allowed to bring in or out companies material.
8. Proper access control to highly sensitive areas and systems limited to a few individual for instance the use of RFID sensors with Laptops for tracking the movement.

The most of the Smartphone's to senior management at cognizant are official. For maintenance the security of Smartphone's they have some security related solution shown below:
1. Using good software for the protection of smart phones.
2. Using good software for the segregation of office communication and personal communication.
3. Users at cognizant don't have facility to copy any official data and send out for personal use
4. Network is monitored 24*7
5. Any device which is connected to network shows details of the device, location with in 10 meters of radius

6.1.3 Third Interview's Discussion

Type Of Interview : A Face to Face Interview
Interviewee : Software Developer at Nordea AS, Norway
Name Of Interviewer : Mr Chetan Sharma, The Author of this thesis

It was an small interview with the employee of Nordea AS Oslo Norway. During the interview session author gets small amount of information from the interviewee related to network infrastructure. It was because the interviewee was not able to provide that much knowledge to the author. To some extent that information helps author to understand related topics. Form the interviewees point of view they are not using VPN cloud With BYOD in their organisation. Regarding the network security policy, Nordea AS has their own security policy control on the place for the security point of view. Which are as following:

1. Login and password (Authentication)
2. Using only that devices which are provided by the organization for organizational purpose.
3. Firewalls
4. They are providing user awareness training to the employees

For maintaining the physical security there are some security controls in the organisation

1. Access control mechanisms on the organizational hardware
2. Only the users have knowledge about the login details.
6.1.4 Fourth Interview’s Discussion

Type Of Interview : An Email Interview
Interviewee : Technical Support Engineer at Gallagher Group Limited, New Zealand
Name Of Interviewer : Mr Chetan Sharma, The Author of this thesis

It was an email interview with the concerning person. In this interview the author send the questionnaire to the technical support engineer at Ghallagher Group Ltd. At New Zealand. The interviewee provided some important information which was helpful for the author. According to the interviewee, they have network security policies in their organization. They are using webmarshal and mailmarshal, concepts for the purpose of maintain the network security policy. Webmarshal is used for internet security in their organization and it provides network security from web attacks. Mailmarshal is also used for maintain network security, which provides protection to incoming and outgoing emails in the organization.

By using “Trend” They are protecting their network from malwares, botnets, spywares, advance viruses etc. Trend is an antivirus protection system which provides security regarding viruses, online threats, hackers, attackers, intruders, malicious inks, spams, scams and many more.

For maintenance of the physical security in their organization they are using security lock enabled doors and access cards systems.

For maintenance the security of BYOD devices, they are using Mobile Device Management Schemes. This isa a security mechanism for maintaining the network security related to BYOD.

6.2 Potential Projects related to Advanced Network Security Concepts, for The Future Students

The list of potential projects on this case study can be given to the students for further tasks. Students can choose one project individually from these and can find solutions on it then can write a report of maximum 20 pages. The several hints for finding the solutions of these potential projects has been described in Chapter 5. The students have chance to learn sub tasks on the advance network security mechanisms, which they can apply for CKTECK’s network infrastructure. The list of some potential projects for the students has been shown below:

1. Data Leakage Prevention Schemes for CKTECK’s Network Infrastructure.
2. Several Authentication techniques for smart phones, to improve the security of BYOD for CKTECK’s network security.
3. Encryption mechanisms as a security tokens for the CKTECK’s network security purpose. Dis-
cuss challenges and countermeasures.

4. Several port scanning mechanisms for the CKTECK’s network security.
5. Maintenance of Physical security and backup plans for CKTECK AG.
6. Several web related threats and their prevention schemes for secure CKTECK’s network.
7. BYOD network policy for CKTECK’s network security.
8. Social Media networking problems and prevention schemes for CKTECK.
9. A secure VPN cloud private/public cloud for CKTECK.
10. Overall process for Consolidation for CKTECK’s data centers. Describe advantages and disadvantages. Consolidation can be defined as to reduce the IT assets.
11. Produce policies like Remote Access control policy, Laptop security policy for CKTECK. Describe other related policy examples.
12. Design of one of the other subsidiaries of CKTECK. Explain overall network infrastructure plan.
13. A secure and scalable BYOD strategy related to networking concepts for the CKTECK’s network.
14. Networking and Internet security plans for CKTECK.
15. Analysis of Identity theft. How it can be done and can be secured in CKTECK’s network?

6.3 Overall Thesis Discussions

As an overall discussion on whole research, the author can say that it was a good experience for him in learning several advance networking related aspects in modern organizations. The author has decided to make a study tool for the future students on the basis of an Organization’s network infrastructure. And the author achieved his goal as a result of this document. According to the good qualities to any case study: it should be easily understandable by students, it should provide necessary related information, it should describe basic and challenging tasks for the students, it should describe some solutions for their help, it should provide innovative ideas to develop new projects, it should encourage the students to make a better case study on it and future work and so on.

From this whole research, the author has tried to fulfill all the good qualities of a case study as mentioned above. This case study has following qualities:

- It contains necessary information regarding the advance networking concepts
- It contains the network infrastructure plan to be proceed further also by the students
• It contains advance and basic networking related tasks for the students to be followed as individual and common projects in the classroom

• It contains some solutions as innovative ideas for the students to take help

• It contains the real life experience from the experts in the Real Organizations

• This case study also have some loopholes in the network infrastructure, so that the students can apply network security mechanisms on it and can proceed further. Hence it is reproduce able and can be researched further.

As a conclusion for accessing quality, this case study completes the requirements of a good study tool and platform. The author has put his best efforts on making this educational tool. Hence the author tried to achieve maximum output. On the resulting document by the author’s research of this thesis, the students can find innovative and the creative solutions on the pre described tasks on advance networking concepts in BYOD, cloud and social media. Moreover the students can develop a better case study in the future by finding several loopholes in the network infrastructure of CKTECK. Additionally they can apply several networking management mechanisms by extending the pre defined network infrastructure of CKTECK. In overall, they can learn from this, they can reproduce it for the new future work, they can accept challenges of the case study and can prepare themselves for the organizations like advance problems and so on.
7 Conclusions

In nutshell, the author has learned and gained experience regarding the security of network infrastructure in the organizations. The case study has been developed for the coming students. They can learn about advance networking and network security related concepts from the case. While making such kind of case study the author have described CKTECK’s Network infrastructure with its necessary details in such a way so that the students can find advanced network security related issues, problems, risks, threats and vulnerabilities in the organizational like conditions. Furthermore some network security related tasks has been described for the students by the author. These tasks are the challenges for the students so that they can solve those tasks. Additionally the author has provided example solutions for the tasks, which can be handed in to the students later on. A sample of network security policy has been also described. From all above, the students can learn about the advancement in the networking field in Modern IT organizations. Interviews discussions have been described so that the students can learn that what is actually happening in the organizations in these days related to the advance networking concepts. Interviews discussions will help the students to learn more about several network security mechanisms used by the organizations in these days. Some potential projects have been listed as further tasks for the students to proceed further. This research work is an educational tool on advanced networking concepts which can be modified according to the technological changes and changes in the demands. At last for the author, this research work played an important role for the educational point of view, because the author have learned too on advanced networking problems & solutions and concepts. Networking is an essential part of an organization, and in the future more advancement will be there in this field because organizations will more rely on the upcoming advance network.
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A  Interview1: The interview was conducted by using Skype Video Conferencing

By Jatinder preet Kaur, Head of Network Security, Verizon Communications, India

**Question1:** Do you have Virtual Private Network Cloud in your Organization? If yes then can you list five advantages of it? Just name those?

**Answer:** Yes, advantages are:
- Provides privacy to information being sent
- Provides Safety of customer information,
- It provides information of active employees
- Provides productivity work trends of resources,
- Only Authorized persons can connect to the network

**Question2:** While using VPN cloud what kind of challenges networking related problems you are facing, just give some examples.

**Answer:** One can face challenges if
- (a) unstable internet connectivity which will cause frequent drop in VPN connectivity,
- (b) high latency will make connection too slow making it difficult for employees to work
- (c) no internet connectivity would result in no VPN connectivity

**Question3:** Are you using VPN Cloud by third party outsourcing or you have private cloud network? Can you please list some security mechanisms which is used by your organization for maintain the security by third party side?

**Answer:** We are using own cloud services.

**Question 4:** Is BYOD Bringing your own devices allowed in your organization? While using personal devices at job? If yes, then at which level?
Answer: Yes, BYOD are allowed. These are allowed in only non sensitive environments.

Question 5: Is BYOD have any bad effects on the network infrastructure of organization?

Answer: No, BYOD has no bad effects on network infrastructure of organization.

Question 6: What kind of network related risks your organization feels while using your VPN cloud with BYOD technology? Just give some examples?

Answer: BYOD has no affect on VPN cloud computing as the systems on which VPN client is installed are fully secured. VPN is allowed on thin client machines. All external ports are disabled. There is no local storage on disk, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi is disabled.

Question 7: Do you have any network security policy in your organization? If yes, what are the security mechanisms used for maintaining the network security? List names.

Answer: Yes, we have network security policy. We have decided systems with proper authentication; In addition have monitoring controls in the network. Plus we use dedicated network lines for connectivity.

Question 8: How you protect your organization’s network from viruses, worms, spywares, botnets and advanced malwares?

Answer: We have antivirus systems in place to detect and kill viruses that make an entry to our systems. Users are not allowed to install unapproved software. Systems are monitored for viruses and use of un approved software. Emails are filtered for presence of any virus as well.

Question 9: How you protect your organization’s hardware from physical security flaws? What physical security controls are in place in your organization?

Answer: Every system is a branded system with genuine sw and tools. All external ports are closed at bios level password to which is known to LAN team only. The systems are locked and strapped so that HDD Hard Disk Drives and other components are secured inside CPU. The facility is access controlled.
**Question10** While using smart phones, what kind of restrictions you have when you work in our organization for your organization’s network security purpose?

**Answer:** Only approved devices are allowed for official purposes. Private devices are allowed for personal use only. Network is secured against any attack. Network maintains list of approved systems as white list. Any system which shows up on network and is not listed in white list is alarmed to concerned persons for mitigation. Bluetooth and Wi-Fi is disabled on most systems. Users don’t have admin access to their machines.

**Question11:** How you manage Access control, Application security, authentication, accounting, authorization, encryption, physical security, disaster recovery planning, business continuity management, network security, web security, backup, hot swap over to second site etc?

**Answer:** We have multiple offices in same and alternate sites in India and abroad. All systems and office sites are connected over leased and secured and encrypted network lines. Data systems are backed up online and available 24x7 with all required redundancy. We take backup(additional) hot seats at each site to cater to disaster recovery and business continuity when we need to move people. All systems are on cloud which can be accessed from anywhere in the globe. Remote access is granted to critical users to work from home during disaster.

**Question12:** Can you please list some examples of potential projects related to information security and network security?

**Answer:** Cloud computing, Consolidation of project resources, Data consolidation System consolidation etc.

**Question13:** What kind of different roles and responsibilities of Network Administrator in your organization?

**Answer:** A network administrator will manage and configure network systems. He will monitor logs and events on systems to monitor any security concern. He will ensure that all systems are up and running at all times. He will ensure backup of vital systems and network components. He will monitor performance of network and manage bandwidth of network. He will ensure that internet services are taken from at least two service providers for maximum redundancy specially during disasters.

**Question14:** What kind of security policies used in your organization?
Answer: We use policies such as: info security policy, remote access policy, laptop security policy, bb security policy, data management policy, etc.
B Interview2: The interview was an Email Interview and the answers were sent in Author’s Gmail ID

By Satish Das, CSO(Chief Security Officer) Cognizant Technology Solutions Corporation, India

**Question1:** Do you have Virtual Private Network Cloud in your Organization? If yes then can you list five advantages of it? Just name those?

**Answer:** Yes we are using VPN connection over cloud computing. Advantages are

1. It allows authorized resources to connect to company network from anywhere.
2. Resources can be allowed to work during travel.
3. Resources can be allowed to work from home minimizing company expenses towards office space fitments, furnishing, and electricity in other expenses.
4. It saves productive hours by minimizing travel to office.
5. It Provides secured connection.

**Question2:** While using VPN cloud what kind of challenges networking related problems you are facing, just give some examples.

**Answer:** Slow internet, VPN client corrupted, internet connection disrupted, remote areas having no internet connection.

**Question3:** Are you using VPN Cloud by third party (outsourcing) or you have private cloud network? Can you please list some security mechanisms which is used by your organization for maintain the security by third party side?

**Answer:** Yes using third party cloud. Security controls involve dual authentication on network, dedicated servers, segregation of network with firewall, adequate security controls on servers, secured databases.

**Question 4:** Is BYOD Bringing your own devices allowed in your organization? While using personal devices at job? If yes, then at which level?
**Answer:** Yes we allow BYOD for managers and above in nau environment

**Question 5:** Is BYOD have any bad effects on the network infrastructure of organization?

**Answer:** Our network is secured to detect, prevent any connection to unauthorized devices.

**Question 6:** What kind of network related risks your organization feels while using your VPN cloud with BYOD technology? Just give some examples?

**Answer:** VPN client is not allowed on BYOD devices. VPN client is secured and installed only on authorized devices. VPN client cannot be copied from auth devices to any unauthorized devices as all points for data leakage in the network and systems are plugged. All network related risks are mitigated for VPN cloud environment.

**Question 7:** Do you have any network security policy in your organization? If yes, what are the security mechanisms used for maintaining the network security? List names.

**Answer:** Yes we maintain security policy as per iso 27001 standards. Network is secured using strong firewall, domain, VPN authentication and ESA token based authentication. Antivirus control and network monitoring systems are established to secure network. We also use private ip addressing scheme. Above all individuals are given role based access to systems. Any violation to rules is monitored and alerted to concerned persons. Enhanced Subscriber Authentication for BYOD

**Question 8:** How you protect your organization’s network from viruses, worms, spywares, botnets and advanced malwares?

**Answer:** Email and network traffic is monitored to prevent any virus attacks. Users are educated to not to forward chain emails within org. Systems are secured such that users cannot copy any tool or application into the same via CD ROM or USB or Bluetooth etc. Firewalls are in place and entire network is behind DMZ.

**Question 9:** How you protect your organization’s hardware from physical security flaws? What physical security controls are in place in your organization?

**Answer:** Our org is physically protected with following measures:
• (a) Well guarded 24x 7.
• (b) Access controlled using access control systems.
• (c) CCTV cameras.
• (d) Segregation of public, semi public and private zones.
• (e) Access to highly sensitive areas and systems limited to a few individuals, systems such as laptops etc have RFIDs installed to track movement which is mapped to respective owner (example any person carrying somebody else’s laptop will be detected by system and alarm will go off to intimate guards on duty.

All systems are secured at respective place. Incoming hardware is checked for viruses and outgoing hardware is cleaned of any data on it before dispatch. Only authorized persons are allowed to bring in or take out company material.

**Question 10:** While using smart phones, what kind of restrictions you have when you work in our organization for your organization’s network security purpose?

**Answer:** most smart phones to senior management are official. GOOD software is used to protect and segregate office communication from personal communication. Users don’t have the ability to copy any official data and send out for personal use. Network is monitored 24X7. Any device if connected to network shows up giving details of device, location within a radius of 10 meters.
C Interview3: The interview was a face to face interview at Oslo, Norway

By Software Developer at Corporation Nordea A/S, Norway

**Question1:** Do you have Virtual Private Network Cloud in your Organization? If yes then can you list five advantages of it? Just name those?

**Answer:** I have not used it.

**Question2:** While using VPN cloud what kind of challenges networking related problems you are facing, just give some examples.

**Answer:** NA

**Question3:** Are you using VPN Cloud by third party outsourcing or you have private cloud network? Can you please list some security mechanisms which is used by your organization for maintain the security by third party side?

**Answer:** NA

**Question 4:** Is BYOD Bringing your own devices allowed in your organization? While using personal devices at job? If yes, then at which level?

**Answer:** Yes. We cannot use Wi-Fi or connect to organization network.

**Question 5:** Is BYOD have any bad effects on the network infrastructure of organization?

**Answer:** No, cannot connect to network in the organization.

**Question 6:** What kind of network related risks your organization feels while using your VPN cloud with BYOD technology? Just give some examples?
**Answer:** We don't use VPN cloud with BYOD.

**Question 7:** Do you have any network security policy in your organization? If yes, what are the security mechanisms used for maintaining the network security? List names.

**Answer:** Login and password. Also, we can use only devices provided by the organization to access the organization network, Firewalls.

**Question 8:** How do you protect your organization’s network from viruses, worms, spywares, botnets and advanced malwares?

**Answer:** Using above security policies by spreading user awareness.

**Question 9:** How do you protect your organization’s hardware from physical security flaws? What physical security controls are in place in your organization?

**Answer:** Access control on hardware. Only users know the login information.

**Question 10:** While using smart phones, what kind of restrictions do you have when you work in our organization for your organization's network security purpose?

**Answer:** Cannot connect to network within the organization.
D Interview4: The interview was an Email interview

By An Employee of Corporation Gallagher Group Ltd, New Zealand

Question1: Do you have Virtual Private Network Cloud in your Organization? If yes then can you list five advantages of it? Just name those?

Answer: NA

Question2: While using VPN cloud what kind of challenges networking related problems you are facing, just give some examples.

Answer: NA

Question3: Are you using VPN Cloud by third party outsourcing or you have private cloud network? Can you please list some security mechanisms which is used by your organization for maintain the security by third party side?

Answer: NA

Question 4: Is BYOD Bringing your own devices allowed in your organization? While using personal devices at job? If yes, then at which level?

Answer: NA

Question 5: Is BYOD have any bad effects on the network infrastructure of organization?

Answer: NA

Question 6: What kind of network related risks your organization feels while using your VPN cloud with BYOD technology? Just give some examples?

Answer: NA
**Question 7:** Do you have any network security policy in your organization? If yes, what are the security mechanisms used for maintaining the network security? List names.

**Answer:** webmarshal and mailmarshal.

**Question 8:** How do you protect your organization’s network from viruses, worms, spywares, botnets and advanced malwares?

**Answer:** Using Trend.

**Question 9:** How do you protect your organization’s hardware from physical security flaws? What physical security controls are in place in your organization?

**Answer:** Security lock doors.

**Question 10:** While using smart phones, what kind of restrictions you have when you work in our organization for your organization’s network security purpose?

**Answer:** MDM to wipe out the device.
E Abberivations

1. MPLS—Multiprotocol label switching.
2. NVP—Network Virtualization Platform.
3. BYOD—Bring your own device.
4. VPN—Virtual private network.
5. UPS—Uninterrupted power supply.
6. LAN—Local area network
7. MAN—Metropolitan area network
8. WAN—Wide area network
9. WLAN—Wireless local area network.
10. CEO—Chief executive officer.
11. 3G and 4G—3 Generation and 4 Generation.
12. TBSS—Tata business support services.
13. MNC—Multinational corporation.
14. PC's—Personal computers.
15. NIST—National Institute of standards and technology.
16. Naas—Network as a service
17. Saas—Software as a service.
18. Paas—Platform as a service.
19. IaaS—Infrastructure as a service.
20. IBM—International Business Machines
21. CSP—cloud service provider.
22. API—Application programming Interface.
23. CRM—Customer relationship management
24. AP's—Access Points
25. DE's—Distributed entities
26. CE's—Central entities
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27. SLAs——Service Level Agreements
28. USI——User to Service Interface
29. XML——Extensible Mark-up Language
31. IBSG——Internet Business Solutions Group
32. CISCO——Computer Information System Company
33. SANS——System Administration, Networking, and Security Institute
34. RSS——Really Simple Syndication
35. RFID——Radio frequency identifiers.
36. HDD——hard disk drive.
37. CIA——Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability.
38. AT& T——American Telephone & Telegraph
39. BPO——Business process outsourcing.
40. RFID——Radio Frequency Identification
41. SAP——System application programming.
42. ERP——Enterprise resource planning.
43. PHP——Personal home pages.
44. VC++——Visual C++
45. CAD——Computer aided design.
46. CAME——Computer Aided Manufacturing Environment
47. GUI——Graphics user interface
48. TCP/IP——Transmission control protocol/Internet protocol.
49. RSTP——Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol
50. CE——Customer Edge
51. PE——Provider edge.
52. PPTP——Point to point tunnelling protocol
53. L2TP——Layer 2 tunnelling protocol
54. IPSec——Internet protocol security
55. SSL——Secure socket layer
56. DMZ——Demilitarized Zone.
57. ISDN——Integrated switch digital network
58. PSTN———public switch telephony network
59. PDA———personal digital assistant
60. BGP———-border gateway protocol
61. VAS———Value added services.
62. ATM———-Asynchronous transfer mode
63. QoS———Quality of services.
64. IGP——— Internet gate way protocol.
65. RF———Radio frequency.
66. DSL———Digital subscriber lines.
67. T1 line——— T-carrier 1 (digital transmission line, 1.544 Mbps, 24 voice channels)
68. WEP——— Wired Equivalent Privacy
69. WPA1——— Wi - Fi Protected Access
70. WPA2———-Wi - Fi Protected Access
71. RID———-Router ID
72. ACL———-Access control list.
73. DoS———-Denial of service.
74. GSM———Global System for Mobile Communications
75. USB——— universal serial bus
76. AAA—— Authorization, Authentication, Accounting
77. CIA—— Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability.
78. DNS——— Domain name server.
79. ARP———Address resolution protocol.
80. SQL——— structured query language.
81. DDoS———Distributed denial of service..
82. IPS/IDS——Intrusion prevention systems/Intrusion detection systems.
83. MAC———Message authentication code.
84. SMS———-Short message servicing.
85. VoIP———Voice over internet protocol
86. NAC———Network Access control.
87. MDM———Mobile device management
88. OS———-Operating system.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>SSID</td>
<td>Service set identifiers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>WIPS/WIPS</td>
<td>Wireless intrusion detection system/ prevention systems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>NIDS</td>
<td>Network intrusion detection systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>XXS</td>
<td>Cross site scripting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>CSRF</td>
<td>Cross-site request forgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>ESA</td>
<td>Enhanced subscriber authentication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>CCTV</td>
<td>Closed-circuit television</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>BIOS</td>
<td>Basic input output system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>